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Abstract
This study investigated the influence of two idiom-specific characteristics (idiom
transparency and imageability) and of two learning factors (frequency and modality of
practicing the idioms) on second language idiom learning. Previous literature about L1
(idiom) processing, L2 idiom processing, L2 idiom learning, the two idiom-specific
characteristics and the two learning factors was considered. Eighteen participants, most of
them native speakers of Arabic, participated in an idiom learning experiment with a pre-test –
practice sessions – post-test design. The materials were idioms that were different from each
other in terms of transparency and imageability. Frequency and modality of practice were
manipulated during the learning experiment. A multiple-choice test, part of the post-test, was
used to gauge participants’ knowledge of the meaning of the idioms. A binomial regression
analysis showed that idiom transparency influences idiom performance in general and that
frequency of practicing the idioms influences idiom learning. This entails that performance on
both the pre-test and the post-test was better for transparent idioms (versus opaque idioms)
and that performance on the post-test was better for frequently practiced idioms (versus for
idioms that received limited practice). Idiom imageability and modality of practicing the
idioms did not significantly influence idiom performance/learning. It was also shown that
transparency and imageability significantly interacted. Participants had the highest score on
idioms that are transparent and not imageable. These findings are discussed in relation to
relevant literature. Some implications, limitations and suggestions for further research are
discussed last.
Keywords: idioms, transparency, imageability, frequency of practice, modality of
practice, idiom learning
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Introduction
Learning additional languages is a process that many of us encounter during our lives.
It can be a challenging process, especially when (combinations of) words are less transparent,
i.e. when the combined individual word meanings and the actual meaning of the whole
combination are not a straightforward match. Examples of less transparent, figurative word
combinations are idioms. Giving a straightforward description of what an idiom constitutes is
difficult. Nunberg, Sag and Wasow (1994) suggest six properties that could apply to idioms.
-

Conventionality: the meaning of an idiom cannot (entirely) be inferred from the
meaning of the constituent parts when they appear in isolation.

-

Inflexibility: idioms typically appear only in a limited number of grammatical
constructions, e.g. voor spek en bonen, *voor bonen en spek.

-

Figuration: idioms typically include metaphors, metonymies, hyperboles, etc., e.g.
koek en ei zijn (two things that go well together, like cookies and eggs).

-

Proverbiality: idioms typically describe situations of social interest by means of
their resemblance to homey and concrete things, e.g. tegen de lamp lopen (get
caught).

-

Informality: idioms are typically used in relatively informal situations.

-

Affect: idioms are typically used to express affect or an evaluation of that what is
expressed by the idiom, and not to describe neutral situations such as doing
laundry.

Only the property of conventionality obligatorily applies to all idioms. Therefore, Nunberg et
al. (1994) see no objection to definitions based on this property. In fact, many researchers
define idioms as a string of words whose meaning cannot be (completely) derived from the
meanings of the constituent words of the idiom (Cacciari & Tabossi, 1988; Swinney & Cutler,
1979; Westbury & Titone, 2011; Zyzik, 2011). While Nunberg et al. (1994) listed these idiom
properties to clarify the demarcation between idioms and related concepts such as collocations
and proverbs, for the purpose of this thesis, idioms can be sufficiently described as
“multiword expressions with a figurative meaning that cannot always be inferred by adding
up the meanings of the constituent parts” (Zyzik, 2011, pp. 413-414), following the common
idiom definition. Thus, the literal meaning of an idiom is usually not the actually intended
meaning. An example of an idiomatic expression in Dutch is presented in (1).
(1) Het loodje leggen (“lay down a piece of lead”)
Idiomatic meaning: doodgaan (“to die”)
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Loodje likely refers to the piece of lead that was a proof of payment in the past. This piece of
lead could be exchanged for an entry pass. A connection is made between (have to) pay in the
sense of paying money and in the sense of paying for your actions, i.e. suffer from or be
punished for them. This eventually led to the even more negative idiomatic meaning to die
(Onze Taal, 2014). The constituent parts of het loodje leggen are not semantically related to
the idiomatic meaning to die and thus the meaning cannot be directly inferred. Even if the
constituent parts were historically related to the idiomatic meaning, it is very unlikely that
many native speakers know the background and origin of this particular idiom.
While native speakers do nevertheless acquire a good command of idioms, second
language learners experience difficulty with idiomatic expressions. This difficulty could
become apparent when e.g. learners have heard but not yet mastered the core constituent of an
idiom (e.g. loodje in het loodje leggen) and thus substitute that part with other words, or when
learners transfer a part of a similar idiom in their L1 to the L2 (Irujo, 1986). Cieślicka (2015)
states that learners of a second language are likely to rely heavily on their L1 conceptual and
lexical systems when learning a second language. This strategy is likely to fail considering
that an idiom is commonly defined as an expression whose idiomatic meaning cannot be
inferred from the meaning of the constituent parts.
Idioms differ on a variety of aspects and idiom learning can occur in many different
conditions. How different idiom properties and ways of learning influence idiom learning, and
how much practice is needed to successfully learn idiomatic expressions is the topic of this
thesis. The two idiom properties that will be examined are idiom transparency and idiom
imageability; the idiom learning factors under examination are frequency of practice and
modality of practice.
An example of an idiom-specific characteristic that could influence idiom acquisition
is transparency. This indicates the degree to which the figurative meaning of an idiom can be
inferred from the literal meaning of the constituent parts (Cieślicka, 2015). While some
idioms are fairly transparent, others are completely non-transparent/opaque. Nothing in het
loodje leggen is literally connected to the meaning to die, while (2) shows a stronger
connection between the literal meaning and the figurative meaning.
(2) Het hart op de tong hebben (“to have the heart on the tongue”)
Idiomatic meaning: zeggen wat je denkt (“to say straightforwardly what is on your
mind”)
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Het hart op de tong hebben shows some connection to its idiomatic meaning as tong
(tongue) is related to speech. Nippold and Taylor (1995) show that idioms that were higher in
transparency were easier to understand than more opaque ones for young native speakers
learning idioms belonging to their native language. For L2 learners, a facilitating influence of
idiom transparency on recognition, comprehension and production can be found as well
(Cieślicka, 2015; Irujo, 1986).
Idiom imageability is another idiom-specific characteristic that potentially influences
idiom acquisition. Idiom imageability refers to the capacity to evoke a mental image, i.e. the
extent to which an idiom can be visualised (Steinel, Hulstijn, & Steinel, 2007). An example of
what is classified as a highly imageable idiom is given in (3).
(3) “To wear your heart on your sleeve” (Steinel et al., 2007, p. 462)
Idiomatic meaning: openly showing your feelings/emotions
Steinel et al. (2007) showed that imageability is an important factor in predicting performance
on a learning task. Participants performed worse on low imageable idioms than on
intermediate and high imageable ones.
Besides these two idiom-specific characteristics, other factors that are not specific to
the idiom (e.g. learning factors) might play a role in idiom acquisition. These factors are, for
example, about the way of learning idiomatic expressions. An example of such a learning
factor is the frequency with which participants practise the idioms, i.e. frequency of practice.
Cieślicka (2015) states that learners of a language likely rely heavily on their L1 vocabulary
that has already been established. This long supported view could be called the parasitic view,
as the L2 lexical development is strongly parasitic on the L1. Over time, the initial L1
associations weaken as between-language links are replaced by within-language links. The
repeated exposure to the L2 idiom leads to an adaptation of the L1-based conceptual
representation, so that it is fully compatible with the L2 meaning of the idiom. At a more
advanced stage, the learner no longer needs to translate to the L1 when processing an idiom.
Instead, the meaning of the L2 idiom can be accessed directly through the within-language
link between the idiom input (lexical level) and its L2 conceptual representation (conceptual
level). Frequency of practice thus potentially plays a facilitating role in creating direct links
between the idiom and its idiomatic meaning, as practicing the idioms means that a learner is
repeatedly exposed to the idioms.
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A second learning factor that could influence L2 idiom acquisition is the modality of
practice, i.e. either reading idioms silently or out loud. Forrin and MacLeod (2018) show that
oral production of words positively influences the memory of those words. This is called the
production effect. Reading the words aloud had a stronger positive effect on memory than
listening to a pre-recorded version of your own voice reading the words had. This suggests
that the actual oral production of the words plays an important role in the positive effect on
word memory. This study investigated words instead of idioms, but the positive effect on
word memory implies that it might be found for idiom memory as well.
While some researchers have investigated the influence of the idiom characteristics
and idiom learning factors identified above on (L2) idiom learning, this is mainly done for
English or other Western languages. Nippold and Taylor (1995), for example, studied the
influence of transparency on English idiom understanding by native speakers of English, the
study of Irujo (1986) included native Spanish learners of English and Steinel et al.’s (2007)
findings on idiom transparency and imageability were based on Dutch natives learning
English idioms. In this thesis, however, mostly Arabic learners of Dutch will be tested (the
Methodology chapter elaborates on the language background of other participants). Especially
the Arabic language background of two-thirds of the participants is an interesting and unique
characteristic of this study, as Arabic is more distinctly different from Dutch in terms of e.g.
structure and script than English or another Western language is. For reasons explained in the
Methodology chapter, the native languages of other participants (Tigrigna/Farsi/Turkish) can
also be considered relatively different from Dutch and are therefore also interesting to study.
Apart from having a completely different script, Arabic has more distinct features that are
absent in Western languages. Saïdani, Echi and Belaïd (2014) note that the Arabic alphabet is
written from right to left in cursive style, that there are 28 letters and more variations, that
diacritic points cause this variation, that letter shape differs according to the position of the
letter in a word and that there are no distinct upper and lower case letter forms. Besides the
language differences, cultural differences between the Dutch/European and Arabic cultures
exist as well. Boers, Demecheleer and Eyckmans (2004) point out that there is a link between
idioms and culture. Although this link is often based on the culture of the past, the fact that
idioms are culturally shaped remains. This becomes apparent in source domains of idiomatic
expressions. If a certain source domain is especially salient in a particular culture, then it is
likely that a lot of idiomatic expressions have been generated by this domain and that the
idiomatic expressions are frequently used in the language associated with the particular
culture. An example is the sports domain. For example, baseball is more popular in the United
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States and subsequently American English features more baseball-based idioms than
languages spoken in Europe, where the sport is less popular, do (Boers et al., 2004). The
cultural differences between the Dutch/European and Arabic cultures could lead to different
source domains being salient in each culture and thus to different idioms that have been
generated by these domains. One reason why the participant group is unique and interesting is
that the topic discussed in this thesis has not been studied yet for native speakers of Arabic.
Another unique contribution of this thesis concerns the use of a Computer-assisted Language
Learning (CALL) system. This system provides control over many aspects of the experiment
that would otherwise be difficult to measure accurately and efficiently, e.g. the time that the
participants get for reading/completing every separate item in the experiment. A more
extensive description of the practice sessions and the CALL system is included in the
Methodology chapter of this thesis.
Research Question and Relevance
The identification of two idiom characteristics and two idiom learning factors has led
to the following research question: What is the influence of idiom transparency &
imageability and frequency & modality of practice on learning L2 Dutch idioms? Examining
this research question has both theoretical and practical relevance. The practice method that is
used is a CALL system, and the Idiomatic Second Language Acquisition (ISLA) programme,
to which this thesis is related, is one of the first research projects to use this method for idiom
acquisition research. The resulting data might show the usefulness and benefits of using a
CALL system, which is theoretically relevant as CALL systems might be designed for and
used in other linguistic research. The research question is also theoretically relevant because it
will lead to a better insight into the effect of idiom characteristics and ways of learning on L2
idiom learning, and those insights could shape further research into this topic. The practical
relevance lies in the fact that a mostly L1 Arabic participant group carries out the experiment.
The Netherlands has seen an immigration flow of mostly Arabic L1 speakers over the past
years. These new inhabitants of the Netherlands have to learn Dutch in order to get a
residence permit. Idioms form an important, albeit difficult, part of many languages. Besides
not being able to rely on idiom constituent parts, idiom learning is further complicated by the
fact that, although conversations often include idioms, each individual idiom is not
necessarily frequently used (Ellis, 2012). Learning idioms is important because it is necessary
to know them in order to reach native-like fluency (Türker, 2016). Examining idiom
characteristics and idiom learning factors hopefully leads to concrete results about what
facilitates and what inhibits the acquisition of idioms. These results could shape Dutch
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language courses and could be used as a guideline for how idiom learning can be included in
language courses. For example, if a facilitating influence of practicing idioms out loud is
found, Dutch language courses could be designed in a way that includes practicing idioms out
loud. More generally, globalisation and refugee crises across the globe lead to an increase in
learners of a language, and the results of the research described in this thesis might be
relevant and useful for language course design in other countries as well.
The hypotheses concerning the research question are discussed at the end of the next
chapter. In that chapter, more previous literature is discussed, allowing for a stronger
theoretical basis of the hypotheses.
Learning Experiment Set-up
An idiom learning experiment with a pre-test – training sessions – post-test design was
carried out for the Idiomatic Second Language Acquisition (ISLA) programme. This
programme consists of four inter-related projects aimed at examining how second language
learners learn, comprehend and produce formulaic language in their L2 (“Idiomatic Second
Language Acquisition”). The data was also used in this thesis, in an attempt to answer the
multifaceted research question. Eighteen mostly Arabic L2 learners of Dutch participated in
the experiment (the Methodology chapter elaborates on the language background of other
participants). The experiment included 60 Dutch idiomatic expressions that were familiar to
Dutch native speakers. In order to test the effects of the imageability and transparency
characteristics, idioms that varied in idiom transparency and idiom imageability were
included. The frequency of practice was manipulated by letting participants practise
intensively (i.e. frequently) with only half of the expressions during the training sessions.
Furthermore, modality of practice was manipulated by asking participants to read aloud half
of the frequently trained idioms as part of the learning exercises, while the other half was read
silently. The effects of the manipulations were analysed by examining the difference in
performance on the pre- and post-test. This experimental design is discussed in more detail in
the Methodology chapter. Carrying out the experiment in this way leads to results about the
influence of idiom transparency & imageability and frequency & modality of idiom practice
on how well idioms are remembered during the post-test and how the post-test performance
differs from the pre-test performance, and subsequently also to an answer to the research
question.
Potential Implications
The study as described in this thesis might have several theoretical and practical
implications. If employing a CALL system is found to be a useful tool for introducing
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multiple experimental manipulations in different practice sessions, this method might be used
for other linguistic research as well. The CALL system that is used for the experiment in this
thesis (originally designed for the ISLA programme) can serve as a model for other CALL
systems aimed at (idiomatic) second language learning. Another potential theoretical
implication is a tentative overview of idiom learning by mostly Arabic L1 speakers who are
learning Dutch as a second language, which can serve as an idea for further research. This
language combination is rare in idiom learning research, and it could thus carefully pave the
way for further research into this and other language combinations that do not include a more
widely studied language, e.g. English. A practical implication of the results discussed in this
thesis is again the overview of the influence of the idiom characteristics and learning factors
on idiom learning, which may be informative when governmental and educational norms for
L2 Dutch learning are set. If, for example, not imageable idioms are found to benefit from the
practice sessions while performance was already high for imageable idioms, more attention
could be given to practicing not imageable idioms. Another practical implication is that, when
the CALL method is found to be effective, the learner can continue learning idioms outside
the classroom by using the CALL system at home.
This introduction discussed the topic of this thesis, how the topic is studied and what
the relevance and implications of the results are. The next chapter is the Background chapter,
which will consider the theoretical background of the topic in more detail. The Background is
followed by a Methodology chapter that describes the method used for the experiment, a
Results chapter outlining the results of the experiment, a Discussion chapter in which the
results are further discussed and finally a Conclusion chapter that summarises the experiment
and the findings.
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Background
Exploring a question about what affects idiom acquisition warrants an extensive
theoretical background. This background needs to include a description of the relevant idiom
characteristics (transparency and imageability), how L1 and L2 idiom processing and L2
idiom learning are influenced by these idiom characteristics and how L2 idiom learning is
influenced by manipulations in frequency & modality of idiom practice. This chapter, with
these contents, helps to answer the research question of this thesis.
Learning and Processing Idioms: Importance and Potential Difficulties
Learners of a language might struggle with idioms because they cannot rely on their
knowledge of the constituent parts of an idiom (e.g. Zyzik, 2011). A further reason that
contributes to the potential difficulty that learners experience is that, even though
conversations often feature idioms, each individual idiom is not frequently used (Ellis, 2012).
Although idioms could be difficult to learn, it is important to acquire them as idiom
knowledge is necessary in order to attain native-like fluency (Türker, 2016). Boers,
Eyckmans, Kappel, Stengers and Demecheleer (2006) show that language learners come
across as proficient speakers when they use formulaic sequences (e.g. an idiomatic
expression) in an interview that is held in their L2 English. The language learners were
divided into two groups that received the same amount of English instruction from the same
teacher. The experimental variable is the varying emphasis that was placed on the importance
of phrase-noticing, i.e. learners’ attention was directed to formulaic sequences. After the
language course, the language learners from both groups were interviewed by a judge who
was unaware of the division between both groups. The goal of this interview was assessing
participants’ oral proficiency. The students whose attention was directed to the formulaic
sequences used more of those sequences than students in the control group. Furthermore, it
was shown that the use of formulaic sequences can help language learners come across as
more proficient in their L2. Notably, the use of formulaic sequences increased the perception
of learners’ fluency, which is in line with Türker’s (2016) aforementioned finding.
Because learners (and native speakers) cannot rely on the knowledge of the constituent
parts of an idiom, idioms might be processed differently than non-idiomatic strings of words.
Several theories concerning idiom processing have been proposed. In order to obtain full
insight into idiom processing, theories about both L1 and L2 idiom processing have to be
discussed. It is especially interesting to study the relation between these processing theories
and the concepts that are discussed next, i.e. idiom transparency and imageability, as this
relation could explain potential research results.
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Idiom-Specific Characteristics: Transparency and Imageability
Idiom transparency refers to the degree to which the figurative meaning of an idiom
can be inferred from the literal meaning of the constituent parts (Cieślicka, 2015). The extent
to which an idiom is considered transparent is influenced by a number of factors. One of these
factors that could contribute to perceived transparency is a clear etymological origin of the
idiom (Cieślicka, 2015). An example of such an idiom is given in (4).
(4) Op zijn achterste benen staan (“to stand on his hind legs”)
Idiomatic meaning: je ergens tegen verzetten (“resist against something”)
This idiom is related to prancing horses who stand on their hind legs when they resist against
something (Stoett, 1923-1925). Knowing the etymological origin increases the transparency
of an idiom. A second factor is a common metaphorical theme, where one conceptual domain
is expressed in terms of another (Cieślicka, 2015). An example is given in (5).
(5) Geen hart in het lijf hebben (“having no heart in the body”)
Idiomatic meaning: geen medelijden kennen (“lacking compassion/pity”)
One conceptual domain (heart) is expressed in terms of another related domain (compassion),
which is related because the heart usually stands for positive feelings. A third factor that
contributes to idiom transparency is idiom imageability (Cieślicka, 2015), which will also be
discussed as a separate factor. Although they are separate factors, a higher degree of idiom
imageability could lead to a higher perceived degree of idiom transparency. Cieślicka (2015)
gives the example of foam at the mouth, an idiom that clearly evokes the image of an angry
person. This evocation in turn increases perceived idiom transparency as the individual
meanings of the constituent words contribute to the idiomatic meaning of the idiom as a
whole.
Idiom imageability refers to the capacity to evoke a mental image of the idiom, i.e. the
extent to which an idiom can be visualised (Steinel et al., 2007). One factor that influences the
imageability degree of idioms is culture, or more specifically, the salience of different
metaphoric themes in different cultures/languages. Boers and Demecheleer (2001) examined
a linguistic corpus and counted the variety and frequency of occurrence of expressions
belonging to several metaphoric themes. They found out e.g. that English has a wider variety
of idiomatic expressions relating to hats and ships than French has, and that food is a more
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productive idiom source in French than in English. A high variety and frequency of
occurrence increases the richness of a domain (e.g. ships) and richness is likely to fuel
associations and metaphoric projections (Boers & Demecheleer, 2001). In other words, the
imageability of that domain increases. The salience of a source domain thus influences the
imageability of idioms generated by that source domain. A number of studies have shown a
positive influence of idiom imageability on idiom processing/learning (e.g. Steinel et al.,
2007; Gradinarova, Kanchev, & Janyan, 2014). This effect was found for idiom transparency
as well (e.g. Steinel et al., 2007; Nippold & Taylor, 1995; Irujo, 1986; Gibbs, 1987; Cieślicka
& Heredia, 2017). Idiom processing in general and the role of idiom transparency and
imageability in L1 idiom processing, L2 idiom processing and L2 idiom learning are
discussed in the next sections.
L1 Idiom Processing Theories
A major distinction in L1 idiom processing theories is that between noncompositional
and compositional theories of idiom processing. Compositionality refers to how idioms are
stored in the mental lexicon and how they are processed (Cieślicka, 2015). The
noncompositional theories assume that “idiom meanings are arbitrary and understood by
retrieving the meaning of an idiomatic phrase as a whole, rather than by processing their
component parts” (Cieślicka, 2015, p. 210).
Noncompositional theories of idiom processing. One of the theories adhering to the
noncompositional view is Bobrow and Bell’s (1973) Idiom List Hypothesis (named as such by
Cieślicka (2015)). This theory involves a processing mode specifically for idioms. In Bobrow
and Bell’s (1973) experiment, participants were presented with a set of either literal (e.g. (6))
or idiomatic (e.g. (7)) ambiguities that they had to read. After such a set of ambiguities, a
sentence with both a literal and an idiomatic meaning was given, e.g. (8).
(6) “Mary fed her dog biscuits” (p. 344)
(7) “John and Mary buried the hatchet” (p. 344)
(8) “John let the cat out of the bag” (p. 344)
Participants could then indicate which meaning of the sentence they thought of first, the literal
or the idiomatic one, by marking that meaning in the test booklet. The experiment showed
that participants could be primed to see either the literal meaning or the idiomatic meaning of
a sentence first, after seeing respectively the literal or the idiomatic set. Bobrow and Bell
regarded this evidence for distinct processing modes for literal and idiomatic sentences. The
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idiomatic meaning seems to be formed by combining the component words into an “idiom
word”, which is subsequently looked up as a whole in a mental “ idiom word” dictionary.
Another theory that views the processing of idiomatic expressions as
noncompositional is Swinney and Cutler’s (1979) Lexical Representation Hypothesis.
Contrary to Bobrow and Bell’s idea of an “idiom word” dictionary, this theory holds that
there is no special idiom list in the mental lexicon and that there is also no special idiom
processing mode. Instead, idioms are stored and retrieved from the mental lexicon in the same
way as any other word. The assumption is that computation of both the idiomatic and the
literal meaning is started simultaneously when the first word of an idiom is encountered.
Swinney and Cutler (1979) tested their hypothesis in an experiment in which participants had
to indicate whether word strings were meaningful, natural phrases. The strings were either
grammatical idiomatic words strings, grammatical control word strings (similar to the
idiomatic word strings but with one word replaced) or filler word strings. It was shown that
participants judged the idioms as acceptable phrases more quickly than they did for the
matched control word strings. Swinney and Cutler (1979) considered this evidence for the
Lexical Representation Hypothesis. They reasoned that recovery of either the literal or the
idiomatic meaning of the idiomatic string would have been sufficient for it to be judged
acceptable and that access of a single lexical item (i.e. the lexicalised idiom) is likely to be
accomplished more quickly than access and computation of the relationships among the
several words in a (control) phrase. These two arguments support the theory that idioms are
stored in and accessed from the mental lexicon as lexical items, just as any other word.
Swinney and Cutler’s (1979) conclusion seems stronger than that of Bobrow and Bell (1973),
as the latter carried out an experiment in which participants made a conscious decision about
sentences after reading them. This means that the results were obtained in the post-perceptual
stage, while Swinney and Cutler’s (1979) response latency results were obtained when the
relevant processing was still taking place.
A third noncompositional theory is the theory from Gibbs (1980, 1985), who found
that people could directly comprehend the idiomatic meaning of an idiomatic word string
without any analysis of the literal meaning. Gibbs (1980) conducted an experiment in which
participants heard stories containing idiomatic and literal uses of expressions. Subjects were
then presented with prompts during a recall task, and were asked to remember the target
expression. For example, in a story a participant would hear (9) with a literal meaning (i.e.
literally releasing a cat from a bag).
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(9) “You can let the cat out of the bag” (Gibbs, 1980, p. 153)
Idiomatic meaning: you can tell the secret
During the recall task, the participant would see an idiomatic prompt (i.e. reveal secret).
Idiomatic prompts such as this one were shown to facilitate subject’s recall of the literal
meaning of the expression. This shows that participants must have analysed the idiomatic
meaning of the expression before judging the literal meaning as appropriate. The expressions
are strongly associated with their idiomatic meaning and therefore they are directly processed
as being idiomatic (Gibbs, 1980, 1985). This phenomenon is called (e.g. by Cieślicka (2015))
the Direct Access Model.
The three theories described in the previous paragraphs are examples of
noncompositional theories, because they assume that idioms are stored and processed as a
whole. Idioms are stored in a special idiom lexicon from which they are retrieved after the
literal meaning is rejected (the Idiom List Hypothesis), or they are stored as long words in the
general lexicon and literal and idiomatic processing happens simultaneously (the Lexical
Representation Hypothesis), or the idiomatic meaning can be accessed directly (the Direct
Access Model) (Cieślicka, 2015). Compositional theories, on the other hand, assume that
idiomatic meaning is developed “both from the literal analysis of idiom constituents and the
specific figurative interpretation of these constituent word meanings within a given context”
(Cieślicka, 2015, p. 211). This definition tackles a problem that arises in noncompositional
theories, i.e. the inability to account for the modifications and internal transformations that
idioms can undergo without a significant change of the idiom’s meaning. An example is
quantification of idiom parts, e.g. He did not spill a single bean, where bean is quantified but
the idiom meaning is left unchanged. A second example is the fact that parts of idioms can
serve as antecedents, e.g. he turned the tables on me and then I turned them on him, which
means that there must be some internal meaning and structure within idioms (Cieślicka,
2015). The next paragraphs discuss research that has shown that the meanings of idiom
constituent words are in fact considered and do contribute to the meaning of the idiom as a
whole.
Compositional theories of idiom processing. Gibbs and Nayak (1989) also discuss
the fact that noncompositional theories do not account for internal structure and meaning of
idioms. They call this problem syntactic productivity and use (10) as an example of a
syntactically productive phrase.
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(10) “John laid down the law” (Gibbs & Nayak, 1989, p. 100)
Idiomatic meaning: John enforced the rules
Example (10) can be passivised – The law was laid down by John – while leaving the
idiomatic meaning intact. On the other hand, example (11) cannot be passivised without
losing the idiomatic meaning, which indicates that this example is not syntactically
productive.
(11) “John kicked the bucket” (Gibbs & Nayak, 1989, p. 100)
Idiomatic meaning: John died
Passivised: *The bucket was kicked by John
In order to answer the question why some phrases are and some are not syntactically
productive, Gibbs and Nayak (1989) state that the assumption that idioms are
noncompositional must be re-examined. Their hypothesis is that syntactic productivity of
idioms depends on the meanings of idiom constituent words and on speaker assumptions
about how these meanings contribute to the idiomatic meaning of the whole phrase. This
hypothesis is called the Idiom Decomposition Hypothesis and it is a compositional theory of
idiom processing. The several experiments that were carried out showed that, indeed, the
syntactic productivity depends on an idiom’s semantic decomposition. If the meaning of the
idiom constituent words contributes to the idiomatic meaning of the whole phrase (e.g. let off
steam, the words in this phrase literally mean release tension), the idiom was judged as more
syntactically productive than when the individual constituent meanings did not contribute
(e.g. kick the bucket, no word has a direct relation with the idiomatic meaning of dying). This
finding indicates an effect of idiom transparency on syntactic productivity (Gibbs and Nayak,
1989).
Cacciari and Tabossi (1988) showed in their experiments that idiom predictability
influences idiom recognition and processing. They presented participants with sentences
containing idioms. The information in the sentence preceding the idiom did not bias either the
idiomatic or the literal interpretation of the idiom. The sentences were paired with three target
words: an idiomatic target (a word associated with the meaning of the idiom), a literal target
(a word associated with the meaning of the last word in the idiomatic string) and an unrelated
control target. The first experiment showed that only the idiomatic meaning was activated at
the time of encountering the last word of predictable idioms. For the second experiment, the
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selected idioms were non-predictable idioms, i.e. they were only recognisable as idioms after
the last idiom word was accessed. An example is (12) along with the idiomatic target away,
the literal target horns and the control target trout (Cacciari & Tabossi, 1988, p. 675).
(12) “The girl decided to tell her boyfriend to go to the devil, once and for all”
Participants had to carry out a lexical decision task for the target words (which they also did
for the predictable idioms in experiment 1). It was shown that for non-predictable idioms the
response to literal targets was faster than the response to idiomatic targets, which suggests
that, initially, idiomatic strings are only processed literally. A subsequent experiment in which
the targets were presented later (300 ms after the last idiom word) was carried out to stimulate
post-perceptual tasks. Now, both the idiomatic and the literal target were activated and there
was no significant difference in reaction time between them. Cacciari and Tabossi (1988)
propose that idioms are not stored as separate items in the mental lexicon, but that their
meaning is associated with idiom-internal word configurations. The idiomatic meaning is
accessed when the input is sufficient for the configuration to be recognised as an idiom. The
amount of input considered sufficient is called the key of the idiom, a part of the idiom that is
highly relevant for idiom recognition. Cacciari and Tabossi (1988) claim that there is only one
processing of an idiomatic string, which is literal until the key of the idiom is accessed and the
idiom is recognised. Thereafter, any remaining items in the idiomatic string are potentially
left unprocessed. Cacciari and Tabossi’s (1988) compositional model could be called the
Configuration Model (Cieślicka, 2015).
Some compositional and noncompositional (idiom) processing models and the
distinction between them have been discussed. However, some models do not completely fit
the definition of either type of theory. These models could be called hybrid models.
According to Cieślicka (2015), hybrid models assume that idioms behave both
compositionally and noncompositionally. On the one hand, idioms are noncompositional
“because they are highly automatized multiword phrases whose meaning can be accessed
directly from the mental lexicon” (Cieślicka, 2015, p. 211). On the other hand, idioms have
compositional characteristics, as it is possible for some more transparent idioms to literally
analyse their constituent parts and infer the original motivation of the figurative meaning. The
compositional characteristics of idioms could allow for transparency and imageability to play
a role during idiom processing and comprehension. Some hybrid theories are discussed next.
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Hybrid theories of idiom processing. Titone and Connine (1999) claim that idioms
are highly overlearnt word sequences that comprehenders have experience with as holistic
units, which is consistent with noncompositional theories. At the same time, there is evidence
that idioms are literally processed word-for-word, which is in line with compositional
theories. Titone and Connine (1999) test the hybrid assumption that activation of idiomatic
meanings and of literal meanings during comprehension will be a function of the extent to
which idioms are compositional and conventional. Compositionality, in this case, refers to a
property of the idioms and not to the distinction in idiom processing theories. The definition
of idiom-related compositionality mentioned by Titone and Connine (1999), i.e. the extent to
which idiom component words can be mapped onto the overall meaning of the phrase, is very
similar to the definition of transparency discussed in this thesis. Conventionality refers to the
degree to which a particular composition of words is likely to be meaningful as an idiom
within a particular language or linguistic environment. A high conventionality means that the
particular idiom is widely known and experienced as a holistic unit by all language users.
Conventionality enables and facilitates the rapid comprehension of noncompositional idioms
by allowing direct retrieval of the idiomatic meaning (Titone & Connine, 1999). An eye
tracking experiment with participants who read decomposable (similar to transparent) and
nondecomposable (similar to opaque) idioms showed that the reading rate was slower when
either an idiomatically or literally biased context preceded a nondecomposable idiom than
when context followed such an idiom. Titone and Connine considered this evidence for a
direct retrieval of the idiomatic meaning (in line with noncompositional theories) as the
distinction between the literal and figurative meaning of nondecomposable idioms increases
the time that readers need to integrate the presented context (which was either literal or
idiomatic). This impact on processing time was not found for decomposable idioms. Titone
and Connine considered this evidence for the influence of idiom compositionality (in line
with compositional theories) as a decomposable idiom’s idiomatic and literal meanings are
semantically related and thus a literal analysis of the idiom contributes to the interpretation of
both idiomatic and literal contexts preceding the idiom. Titone and Connine (1999) conclude
that the idiomatic meaning is directly retrieved when a sufficient part of the idiom has been
encountered, but that a literal analysis of the phrase is carried out as well. In other words, their
results support a hybrid idiom processing model.
Holsinger (2013) also supports a hybrid view on idiom processing. He carried out
experiments aimed at studying the influence of syntactic, lexical and contextual factors on the
interpretation of idiomatic expressions, in order to draw conclusions about the aptness of
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several types of processing models. Participants were presented with auditory stimuli and
visual displays containing four words. The auditory stimuli consisted of either the target
idiomatic word string (e.g. (13), lexically available condition) or a semantic associate (e.g.
(14), lexically unavailable condition).
(13) “kick the bucket” (Holsinger, 2013, p. 377)
(14) “kick the pail” (Holsinger, 2013, p. 377)
In experiment 1, these two types of word strings were either inserted into a simple sentence
(syntactically available condition) or in a sentence pair with a sentential boundary splitting the
relevant string (syntactically unavailable condition). In experiment 2, these two types of word
strings were inserted in a short context biased towards either an idiomatic interpretation of the
word string (idiom bias condition) or a literal interpretation (literal bias condition). The visual
display that was shown to participants contained an idiom associate word, a literal associate
word and two distractors, i.e. for (13): death – foot – triangle – animal respectively.
Participants saw the visual display and heard an auditory stimulus from a particular condition.
An eye tracker was used to track the proportion of looks to each type of word in the visual
display. Holsinger’s (2013) most relevant findings are 1) that the observed looking behaviour
in the lexically available condition is in line with the view that the literal interpretation of an
idiomatic string is considered first and that competition between the literal and idiomatic
interpretation arises later (experiment 1) and 2) that participants generally show early
consideration of the literal interpretation of the word string even in an idiomatically biased
context, but no idiomatic consideration in a literal context (experiment 2). Holsinger (2013)
considered this second finding evidence for a hybrid processing model rather than for a
parallel activation model in which both the idiomatic and literal meaning are accessed
simultaneously regardless of context. A parallel activation model would have led to idiomatic
consideration of the target word string in a literal context, and this was not found. Holsinger
(2013) summarises his view by describing idioms as being “represented as a function from
simple lemmas to phrasal segments” (p. 391). These representations have a dual purpose, as
“they relate an idiom’s conceptual meaning to its component lemmas” but they also “provide
a representational anchor for specifying information that pertains to the idiom, but not the
component lemmas” (Holsinger, 2013, p. 391). This dual purpose of an idiom representation
supports a hybrid processing model that incorporates both compositional and
noncompositional features.
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Cutting and Bock (1997) conducted three experiments and found evidence for a hybrid
processing model. In all three experiments, a speech-error elicitation task with paired idioms
was carried out. Participants silently read two idioms from a computer screen and were then,
after the idioms disappeared, prompted to produce either the first or the second idiom they
saw. The experiments focused on naming latencies and speech errors (idiom blends) that
arose during the production task. The first experiment included paired idioms that had the
same or a different idiomatic meaning and the same or a different syntactic form. The results
showed that an influence of syntactic form and of the figurative meaning of an idiom exists.
Paired idioms that had a similar figurative meaning were more slowly produced than idioms
that differed in terms of their figurative meaning. Furthermore, idioms with the same syntactic
structure had higher chances of blending together than idiom pairs with different syntactic
structures. Cutting and Bock (1997) consider this evidence against noncompositional views
on idiom processing as the internal syntactic form of the idiom pairs had an influence on the
occurrence of idiom blending. According to noncompositional views, idioms are phrases
stored as a whole, without influence of the internal component parts. The influence of
syntactic structure that was found in Cutting and Bock (1997) contradicts this
noncompositional view on idiom processing. The second experiment that Cutting and Bock
(1997) conducted included paired idioms/phrases with the same or a different literal meaning
and the same or a different figurative meaning. The intent of this experiment was to examine
whether the literal meanings of idioms were active during production. Phrase pairs with the
same meaning (either literal or figurative similarity) produced significantly more blending
errors than pairs with different meanings. Most of these errors occurred during the production
of content words, and because content words “carry the burden of the meaning”, it is implied
that the blending errors reflect interaction between similar meanings (literal or figurative)
(Cutting & Bock, 1997, p. 64). The findings provide evidence that the literal meaning of an
idiom is active during the production. While this is also in line with compositional views on
idioms, another result seems to corroborate the hybrid idiom processing view: phrase pairs in
the figurative conditions (i.e. idiom pairs) were produced faster than phrases from the literal
conditions (i.e. idiom-literal phrase pairs) (Cutting & Bock, 1997). The production time
advantage shows that idioms are somehow produced faster and thus differently than just any
“random” literal phrase. Combining this finding with the previously discussed result that the
literal meaning of an idiom is active during production leads to a claim about idiom
production (and possibly processing) that is in line with a hybrid idiom processing model.
Cutting and Bock’s (1997) final experiment was carried out to study the effect of the degree
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of compositionality of idioms. As previously discussed, the concept of idiom compositionality
is very similar to idiom transparency. The paired idioms consisted of either decomposable or
nondecomposable idioms with the same meaning and the same syntax. Cutting and Bock
(1997) hypothesised that more blends occur in decomposable idioms, because decomposable
idioms might be less rigidly encoded in the lexicon as the component words map onto
distinguishable meaning components. This hypothesis was refuted as the theorised error rate
difference between decomposable and nondecomposable idiom pairs did not arise. The
absence of a difference seemingly contradicts the facilitating effect of transparency on idiom
performance that was found previously (briefly mentioned in the introduction, further
discussed in the next sections). However, it is important to note that the facilitating effect of
idiom transparency was predominantly found for idiom comprehension, while Cutting and
Bock (1997) target idiom production. They attempt to explain the difference in effect of
transparency by providing a model that explains the distinction between syntax and the
lexicon, and between the conceptual, lexical-conceptual and lexical-syntactic levels. The
lexical-conceptual node for a nondecomposable idiom such as kick the bucket is linked to the
single conceptual node died. For language production, the speaker starts with an idea
(concept) to be communicated. If the conceptual node is activated, the lexical-conceptual
representation is selected and further processes are indifferent to an idiom’s compositionality
(Cutting & Bock, 1997). During language comprehension, the speaker does not start with an
idea to be communicated. Comprehenders are likely to try to assign independent meanings to
the constituent words of an idiom during comprehension (Cutting & Bock, 1997). This could
be harder for nondecomposable idioms with a single link between the conceptual and lexicalconceptual nodes (died – kick the bucket) than for decomposable idioms with multiple links
between those nodes (suddenly and to propose – pop the question). In other words,
comprehenders might benefit from the multiple links between the two levels that exist in
decomposable idioms.
L1 Idiom Processing and the Influence of Transparency and Imageability
Nippold and Taylor (1995) examined idiom understanding in school-age children and
adolescents, controlling for idiom familiarity and transparency. Idiom familiarity and
transparency judgements were previously obtained in Nippold and Rudzinski’s (1993) study.
The children and adolescents, all native speakers of American English, carried out a forced
choice task in which L1 idioms were presented in a brief story context. These idioms varied
with respect to transparency. The participants had to choose the best explanation of each
idiom from a set of four possible answers. Transparency was shown to be an important factor
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concerning idiom understanding, as transparent idioms were easier to understand for the
participants than opaque ones. These findings are in line with Nippold and Rudzinski (1993),
who employed an explanation task, i.e. a task in which participants were asked to explain the
meanings of idioms in writing. A comparison of the two studies shows that the forced choice
task was slightly more sensitive to idiom transparency than the explanation task.
Gibbs (1987) examined children’s understanding of idioms. Children of different ages,
all with English as their primary language, listened to English idioms with or without short
story contexts. If a context was present it always induced the idiomatic meaning of the idiom.
The children were then asked to explain the meaning of the idiom and subsequently to choose
the correct interpretation out of the two possible interpretations (the literal and the figurative
one). The influence of two linguistic factors, syntactic frozenness and metaphoric
transparency, was the focus of this study. These factors were manipulated in the experiment.
Syntactic frozenness refers to the extent to which a certain idiom can be syntactically
remodelled while retaining the figurative meaning. Gibbs’ (1987, p. 571) examples of
syntactically frozen and flexible idioms are given in (15) and (16) respectively (see also (10)
and (11) from Gibbs and Nayak (1989), described above).
(15) “John kicked the bucket” (idiomatic meaning: “John died”)
“The bucket was kicked by John” (usually not interpreted idiomatically)
(16) “John will lay down the law” (idiomatic meaning: “John will enforce the rules”)
“The law was laid down by John” (passivised version with the same idiomatic
meaning)
In the with-context condition, younger children understood syntactically frozen idioms better
than more flexible idioms, while older children understood both kinds of idioms equally well.
The other factor, metaphoric transparency, refers to the extent to which an idiom’s literal
meaning relates to its figurative meaning (Gibbs, 1987). This definition is in line with the
definition of transparency that is employed in this thesis and Gibbs (1987, p. 572) gives
similar examples, i.e. (17) and (18).
(17) “Kick the bucket” (idiomatic meaning: “to die”)
(18) “Skating on thin ice” (idiomatic meaning: “to be in a precarious situation”)
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The idiom in (17) is opaque as the meaning of the constituent parts are not clearly related to
the idiomatic meaning. The idiom in (18) is more transparent, as literally skating on thin ice
means that you are in a precarious situation. Gibbs (1987) found that, for the with-contextcondition, children of all age groups included were better at understanding and explaining the
more transparent idioms than they were at doing this for opaque idioms. The syntactic
frozenness and metaphoric transparency factors had less influence in the without-context
condition, in which children generally performed worse than in the with-context condition.
Gradinarova et al. (2014) showed that idiom imageability has a positive facilitating
influence on idiom processing. They conducted experiments in which native speakers of
Bulgarian saw pairs of Bulgarian idioms and subsequently had to indicate whether both
idioms of the pair were familiar to them. The aim of the experiment was to study the influence
of idiom imageability on idiom processing time and activation in the motor cortex.
Gradinarova et al. (2014) hypothesised that highly imageable idioms are more strongly
represented in the sensory-motor system, which would lead to a processing advantage and a
higher likelihood of eliciting stronger motor activation effects. This motor activation effect
can be defined as the difference in reaction time for so-called same-effector versus differenteffector pairs of highly imageable idioms. These same-effector and different-effector
conditions were created by forming pairs of idioms that both referred to an action with the
hand (same-effector pairs) and pairs in which one idiom referred to an action with the hand
and the other to an action with the foot or mouth (different-effector pairs). Alongside the
effector condition, idiom imageability was manipulated (low vs high). Participants indicated
whether both of the idioms on the screen were familiar to them by pressing a button
(experiment 1) or responding orally (experiment 2). Both experiments showed that highly
imageable idioms were processed faster, as the response time for highly imageable idioms
was shorter than for less imageable idioms. Highly imageable same-effector idioms pairs
showed a significantly shorter response time than highly imageable different-effector idiom
pairs, indicating that a stronger motor activation effect arose.
The studies described in this section provide insight into the influence that
transparency and imageability have on native language idiom processing. The findings could
differ for non-native speakers who are processing idioms in their L2, because non-native
speakers might use the transparency and imageability of idioms in a different way. Therefore,
the next section covers studies about the relation between non-native language idiom
processing and idiom transparency and imageability.
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L2 Idiom Processing and the Influence of Transparency and Imageability
Cieślicka and Heredia (2017) examined processing of idiomatic versus non-idiomatic
phrases by bilinguals varying in language dominance. Furthermore, they examined how this
processing is modulated by cross-language similarity (i.e. the extent to which an identical
equivalent of an idiom exists in the other language) and by idiom transparency (as defined
earlier in this thesis). Cieślicka and Heredia (2017) tested the bilingual idiom processing with
an eye tracking experiment. The participants, who were Spanish-English bilinguals, were
presented with opaque and transparent idioms that are literally plausible, i.e. both the
figurative and literal meaning of the idiom are possible interpretations. The idioms varied in
terms of cross-language similarity, as both idioms with a word for word translation in the
other language and idioms without a similar counterpart were included. The eye tracking
experiment measured reading times and fixation counts. These measures showed that
Spanish-dominant bilinguals had longer reading times for figuratively used idioms than for
literally used idioms or matched novel phrases (e.g. get cold hands instead of the idiom get
cold feet). This suggests that figurative meanings of English idioms are less strongly coded
and more difficult to retrieve holistically for Spanish dominant-bilinguals. Seemingly,
bilinguals who are dominant in a certain language behave like native speakers in terms of
idiomatic processing while non-dominant bilinguals behave like non-native speakers
(Cieślicka & Heredia, 2017). Another finding of Cieślicka and Heredia (2017) was that
transparency significantly affected idiom processing. Opaque idioms generally showed more
processing difficulty than transparent ones. Furthermore, opaque idioms took longer to
understand when used figuratively than when used literally, and this was not found for
transparent idioms. These findings suggest that idioms undergo a compositional analysis,
which fails in the case of an opaque idiom that is used figuratively. In a compositional
analysis, the individual meanings of constituent words of an opaque idiom do not contribute
to the figurative meaning. They do, however, contribute to the literal meaning of the idiomatic
phrase as a whole. Cieślicka and Heredia (2017) further showed the influence of transparency
with fixation count data that was obtained for the last word of opaque and transparent idioms
and for the idioms as a whole. Opaque idioms used in a figurative way had more fixations on
the last word (the key word of the idiom, e.g. bucket in kick the bucket) than transparent
idioms had and opaque idioms as a whole had more fixations when used figuratively than
when used literally. Again, this lends support to Cieślicka and Heredia’s (2017) hypothesis
that a compositional analysis of idiomatic phrases is automatically carried out. The individual
meanings of component words of opaque idioms do not contribute to the figurative meaning,
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leading to more fixations and therefore to slower processing. This effect is not found for
transparent idioms, because the individual word meanings do contribute to the figurative
meaning, and also not for opaque idioms used literally as again the meanings of individual
constituents do contribute to the meaning of the whole phrase.
The influence of idiom imageability on L2 idiom processing has not been extensively
examined and studies concerning this specific topic have not been found. The influence of
idiom imageability (and transparency) on L2 idiom learning has been studied and is discussed
in the next section.
L2 Idiom Learning and the Influence of Transparency and Imageability
Steinel et al. (2007) conducted a learning experiment in which Dutch-speaking
university students participated. They learnt English idiomatic expressions that other native
speakers of Dutch had previously ranked on idiom transparency and imageability scales.
Transparency is defined in this study as “the degree of overlap between the literal and the
figurative meaning of an idiom” (Steinel et al., 2007, p. 456). Participants were presented
with idioms and their translations on a computer screen, and were instructed to learn the
idioms as well as they could. The direction of learning was manipulated by letting participants
learn the idioms receptively (from the L2 to the L1) or productively (L1-L2). Then, during the
testing phase, participants had to translate the idioms by typing in the equivalent/a paraphrase
of the idioms. The direction of testing was manipulated in the same way as direction of
learning. Transparency was found to increase performance on the receptive (i.e.
comprehension) L2-L1 test. Higher transparency did not have a facilitating effect on
production (L1-L2). These findings confirmed their hypothesis that the literal meaning of a
more transparent idiom facilitates the retrieval of the figurative meaning and thus that
transparency has a stronger effect on receptive L2-L1 knowledge than on productive L1-L2
knowledge. Imageability was also found to influence the test performance. Participants
performed worse on low imageable idioms than on intermediate and high imageable ones.
This effect was stronger in the L2-L1 learning condition than in the L1-L2 learning condition
and there was no significant influence of direction of testing.
Irujo (1986) studied second language idiom comprehension and production for native
Venezuelan (L1 Spanish) advanced learners of English. English idioms were selected so that
they varied in cross-language overlap, i.e. the extent to which the English idioms also exist in
the L1 of the L2 learners. Irujo (1986) distinguished three different levels of cross-language
overlap: 1) idioms are identical in both meaning and form to their Spanish equivalents, 2)
idioms are similar to their Spanish equivalents and 3) idioms are different from the
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corresponding Spanish idioms. The subjects in this study carried out several tests: a multiplechoice test in which the correct paraphrase of an idiom had to be chosen from four options, a
comprehension test in which participants had to write down a definition of the idiom, a recall
test in which participants had to fill in the missing word in an idiom that was presented in a
paragraph and a production test. During the production test, participants saw a Spanish
paragraph including an idiom and an English translation of that paragraph without the idiom.
Participants were asked to fill in the English idiom that they would use in the given context.
The findings showed that identical idioms were the easiest to comprehend and produce. While
the idioms were not previously ranked in terms of their transparency, the idioms that yielded
the best performance on the different tests were shown to be idioms that are fairly transparent
in their meaning. This was true for all levels of cross-language overlap (Irujo, 1986).
Frequency of Practice
Zyzik (2011) tested the influence of prior lexical knowledge and of thematic grouping
on the acquisition of Spanish idioms by non-native learners of Spanish. The experiment
included three participant groups; a control group, a group that was presented with idioms
organised by topic, and a group that was presented with idioms organised by main verb. The
latter two groups were the experimental groups and participants in those groups were
encouraged to notice, retrieve and generate idioms during the lessons that the participants
followed. The participants in the control group did not receive explicit instruction on idioms.
Prior lexical knowledge had a significant effect only on idiom production and thematic
grouping did not have any significant effect. More relevant for this thesis, however, is Zyzik’s
(2011) finding that both experimental groups scored significantly better on the post-test for
both idiom recognition and idiom production, compared to the pre-test. The control group,
which was included to test if idiom acquisition might occur incidentally through exposure to
Spanish, did not show improvement on the post-test as compared to the pre-test.
Türker (2016) examined the effect of the L1 and of the context in the L2 input on
second language idiom acquisition. Native English speakers who are learning Korean
participated. The included idioms were divided into categories based on English-Korean
cross-linguistic similarity, i.e. same L1-L2 (identical form and figurative meaning), different
L1-L2 (identical form but different figurative meaning) and L2 only (idiom only occurs in the
L2). Furthermore, the amount of feedback that participants saw during the experiment was
manipulated through giving participants three different tasks to carry out, i.e. tasks targeting
production, interpretation and meaning. The experimental design was a pre-test – treatment
phase – post-test design. The treatment phase was a computer-assisted practice session. The
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influence of cross-linguistic similarity was shown to be lessened when supportive context is
available in the input. Another result was that learners can learn L2 idioms regardless of the
L1-L2 similarity degree when the instructional input provides enough context (Türker, 2016).
The most relevant finding for this thesis, however, is the finding that participants’ scores on
the post-test compared to the pre-test were better for each task type. Thus, Türker (2016), like
Zyzik (2011), shows that practicing idioms leads to a better performance on idiom acquisition
in general, regardless of the other experimental manipulations in their research.
Modality of Practice
As briefly touched upon in the introduction, Forrin and MacLeod (2018) examined the
effect of oral production of words on the memory of those words. This effect, the production
effect, entails that saying words aloud instead of simply reading them silently is advantageous
for memorising those words. The language background of the participants was not explicitly
specified, but the participants were students at a Canadian university and the words were
chosen from an English database. It thus seems reasonable to assume that the participants are
native English speakers trying to memorise words in their own native language. The
participants in Forrin and MacLeod (2018) saw 80 words on a computer screen, equally
distributed between four study conditions: the read silently condition, the hear other
condition, the hear self condition and the read aloud condition. Participants studied and tried
to memorise the target words by reading them silently, by hearing a recording of someone
else saying the word, by hearing a previously made recording of their own voice or by reading
the words aloud, respectively. Forrin and MacLeod (2018) found that words in the read aloud
condition were best memorised on a recognition post-test, followed by words in the hear self
condition, the hear other condition and lastly the read silently condition. The most important
conclusion is that actually producing the words orally is more beneficial for word memory
than listening to a recording of your own voice is. Forrin and MacLeod (2018) see this as a
consequence of the distinctive components that oral production entails, i.e. a motor (speech)
component, a self-referential component and an auditory component. The other conditions
entail only the self-referential and auditory components (hear self condition), only the
auditory component (hear other condition) or no distinctive components (read silently
condition).
It is important to highlight that Forrin and MacLeod (2018) focused on word memory
while idiom acquisition is the focus of this thesis. The positive effect of oral production on
word memory and the component-based explanation behind that effect could potentially
imply that the positive effect might be found for idiom memory/acquisition as well. This,
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however, is a very tentative idea. Specific studies that examine the effect of reading idioms
aloud on idiom acquisition, if there are any, have not been found.
Hypotheses
Following the results of Cieślicka (2015), Steinel et al. (2007) and Irujo (1986)
concerning idiom transparency, I hypothesise that idiom transparency has a facilitating
influence on learning idioms, i.e. that idioms that are judged as highly transparent should be
easier to learn than those that are judged as less transparent. Steinel et al.’s (2007) conclusion
that idioms that are easier to visualise lead to better learning results than idioms that lack a
clear mental visualisation leads me to predict that this facilitating effect of imageability will
be found in the current study as well. I further predict that, in line with Zyzik (2011) and
Türker (2016) and with Cieślicka’s (2015) views on the creation of within-language links,
idioms that are practised more often will be learnt and remembered better than idioms that
receive less practice. This would not be remarkable in general, but it is not yet clear whether
the 12 idiom presentations in the frequent practice condition (see Methodology) are enough to
have an effect on performance. Finally, I hypothesise that idioms that are practised out loud
will lead to a higher score on a learning task than idioms that are practised silently. However,
this last prediction, based on the results of Forrin and MacLeod (2018) about word memory,
is a tentative one as it is based on a study that concerned word memory and not idiom
learning/memory.
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Methodology
Participants
The pre-test was carried out by 32 participants, but not all of them participated during
the remaining part of the experiment. The experiment was completed by 18 participants (male
n = 12, female n = 6). They are L1 speakers of Arabic (n = 12), Tigrigna (n = 4), Farsi or
Turkish (both n = 1). The participants are enrolled in Dutch courses in Nijmegen (n = 13) and
Arnhem (n = 5).
Most of the participants, two-thirds, have an Arabic language background, and
therefore that language was highlighted in e.g. the section in the introduction about the
relevance of the research. While Tigrigna, Farsi and Turkish differ from Arabic, they are still,
like Arabic, very different from Dutch. Tigrigna, for example, is from the same language
family as Arabic, i.e. the Afro-Asiatic language family. Turkish is also from a different
language family than Dutch, i.e. the Turkic language family (Eberhard, Simons, & Fennig,
2019). Farsi is from the same language family as Dutch, i.e. the Indo-European language
family, but uses the Arabic script (Eberhard et al., 2019). It is quite safe to assume that all
three languages differ enough from Dutch or other Western languages to avoid a nativelanguage-related advantage.
The participants generally are young adults in the student’s age range (M age = 23.7,
SD = 4.11). The proficiency level of the group in Nijmegen is around CEFR B1. The group in
Arnhem is heading towards B2 level. Further characteristics of the participants, e.g. how long
they have stayed in the Netherlands, are available in Table 1 presented below (summary) and
in Table 8 in Appendix A (per participant).
Table 1
Summary of participant characteristics
Participant characteristics
Age*
Years of living in the Netherlands

M (SD)
23.72 (4.11)
2.34 (0.57)
(one missing value)
1.49 (0.59)
11.29 (14.77)

Years of learning Dutch
Hours of speaking Dutch a week outside
class
LexTale score
58.31 (5.94)
*Age was calculated by subtracting the year of birth from 2018.
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Materials
In total, 60 Dutch idiomatic expressions were included in the experiment. These
expressions were taken from a larger database of Dutch idiomatic expressions with
information on transparency, usage, imageability, familiarity, and frequency as rated by
native speakers of Dutch on a five-point scale (Hubers, Van Ginkel, Cucchiarini, Strik, &
Dijkstra, 2018). The idioms were selected in such a way that they are generally known by
native speakers but vary in terms of transparency and imageability. The following examples
illustrate this:
(19) Idiom judged as highly transparent (M score = 4.54):
Aan het roer staan (“standing at the wheel”)
Idiomatic meaning: de leiding hebben (“to be in charge”)
(20) Idiom judged as less transparent (M score = 1.65):
Het op zijn heupen krijgen (“to get it on his hips”)
Idiomatic meaning: plotseling fanatiek bezig gaan (“suddenly doing something
fanatically”)
(21) Idiom judged as highly imageable (M score = 4.05):
Aan de tand voelen (“to touch someone’s tooth”)
Idiomatic meaning: iemand streng ondervragen (“severely interrogating someone”)
(22) Idiom judged as less imageable (M score = 1.83):
Iemand iets in de maag splitsen (“split somebody something in the stomach”)
Idiomatic meaning: iemand iets dwingen te doen (“force somebody to do something”)
A complete list of the idioms included in the experiment can be found in Appendix B.
Design of Study
The study has a within-subject design and all participants undergo the same training
sessions. We manipulated Frequency of practice (limited vs frequent) and Modality of
practice (silent vs aloud), and measured the accuracy of idiom meaning knowledge.
Furthermore, the idioms differed in terms of transparency and imageability. The outcome of
the previously mentioned rating by native speakers was used to create these transparency and
imageability variables. All variables are schematically presented below in Table 2.
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Table 2
Summary of variables

Frequency of practice

Design of study
Levels
Opaque vs Transparent
(converted from the rating on
a five-point scale)
Not imageable vs Imageable
(converted from the rating on
a five-point scale)
Frequent vs Limited

Modality of practice

Silent vs Out loud

Accuracy of idiom meaning
knowledge

-

Variable
Transparency
Imageability

Type of Variable
Ordinal independent
variable
Ordinal independent
variable
Ordinal independent
variable
Nominal independent
variable
Dependent variable

To test the effect of Frequency of practice, the idioms were divided in two subsets of
30 idiomatic expressions, A and B. One subset of idiomatic expressions was presented only
once during the practice sessions (limited), whereas the other subset of idiomatic expressions
was presented multiple times during the practice sessions (frequent). The subset that was
frequently practised was further subdivided into two subsets of 15 idiomatic expressions, in
order to test the effect of Modality of practice. One of these subsets was practised silently and
the other one by reading aloud. The division of the idioms led to four item subsets: A1, A2,
B1 and B2. The subsets were evenly distributed over four conditions. The participants were
divided into four groups and also equally distributed over the four conditions, which are
schematically presented below.
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Tables 3a-d
Overview of the four conditions
Condition 1
Frequency of
practice

Low
High

Modality
Silently
Aloud
Set Aa
Set B1
Set B2

Low
High

Modality
Silently
Aloud
Set Aa
Set B2
Set B1

Low
High

Modality
Silently
Aloud
Set Ba
Set A1
Set A2

Condition 2
Frequency of
practice
Condition 3
Frequency of
practice
Condition 4

Modality
Silently
Aloud
Frequency of
Low
Set Ba
practice
High
Set A2
Set A1
a
Participants did not have to read these subsets; hence there is no modality manipulation in
these cases

The four conditions together ensured that the influence of frequency and modality of practice
can be examined, as all items were featured in all levels of the independent variables at least
once.
Method and Procedure
The experiment started with a pre-test, followed by three training sessions and a posttest session.
The pre-test consisted of a web-based test with three parts: a part about the general
background and language background of participants, a norming study part in which
participants judged the transparency, usage, imageability, familiarity and frequency of all 60
idioms and a part with open and closed questions about knowledge of the meaning of the
idioms. In this way, a baseline measure of idiom knowledge was established. The LexTale
test was also part of the pre-test. This is a test that assesses the vocabulary knowledge of
participants by presenting them with a lexical decision task, i.e. a task for which participants
need to decide whether the presented sequence is an existing word of Dutch (Lemhöfer &
Broersma, 2012). During the training sessions participants completed four types of exercises:
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Paired-associate learning (PAL) paradigm exercise (during the first session):
participants read the idiomatic expression together with its meaning e.g. met de hakken
over de sloot – iets net halen. The PAL paradigm exercise is taken and adapted from
the experiment that Steinel et al. (2007) conducted.

-

Fill the gap exercises (during the first session): participants fill in the missing word in
an idiom e.g. Na vele pogingen, heeft de slechte leerling het examen met de hakken
over de … gehaald.

-

Sentence completion exercises (during the second and third session): participants
select the right complement to a part of the idiom, e.g. Complete the sentence: Na vele
pogingen, heeft de slechte leerling het examen a) met de hakken over de sloot gehaald.
b) met de gebakken peren gehaald. c) met de hand op het hart gehaald.

-

Idiom selection exercises (during the second and third session): participants select the
idiom that fits a given meaning, e.g. Select the right idiom with the meaning Iets net
volbrengen a) iets met de gebakken peren doen b) iets met de hand op het hart doen c)
iets met de hakken over de sloot doen.

The first training session started with the PAL paradigm exercise in which all 60 idiomatic
expressions were included. Next, participants completed the fill the gap exercise for 30
idiomatic expressions that were included in the frequent practice condition. During the second
and third training session, participants started with the sentence completion exercise and
subsequently did the idiom selection exercise. During these training sessions, participants
practised only the 30 idiomatic expressions in the frequent practice condition. In this way,
potential conclusions about the influence of frequency of practice could be drawn.
Participants received corrective feedback on their answers during the training phase, i.e. if an
incorrect answer was given, the feedback screen showed that answer in a smaller font and the
correct answer in a larger font. If the correct answer was given, the feedback screen simply
presented a well done text and sign.
The influence of modality was examined by presenting participants with the full
sentence including the expression or with the expression itself directly after they completed
the exercise about that idiomatic expression and received feedback. The participant read the
expression silently or out loud. In the latter case, the participants recorded themselves while
orally producing the expressions. To summarise, the order in the training sessions was:
participants carried out an exercise about an idiom, received feedback, saw the whole idiom
and had to read it either aloud or silently.
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The schematic overview below in Table 4 shows how the items in the frequently
practised subset (subset A in this example) were presented 11 times to the participants: six
times during the exercises and five times during the reading part of the sessions. The items in
the limited practice subset (subset B in this example) were presented only once, in the PAL
paradigm exercise during the first training session. Including the pre-test, participants
encountered the frequently practised idioms 12 times in total, while this was only 2 times for
the idioms that received limited practice.
Table 4
Overview of the training sessions
Exercises Practice session 1
Subset
Frequent practice
• PAL paradigm
subset
for subset A
•

•

Limited practice
subset

•

Practice session 2

Practice session 3

•

Sentence
completion for
subset A

•

Sentence
completion for
subset A

Fill the gap for
subset A

•

•

Reading
- Aloud: A1
- Silently: A2

Reading
- Aloud: A1
- Silently: A2

Reading
- Aloud: A1
- Silently: A2

•

Idiom selection
for subset A

•

Idiom selection
for subset A

•

Reading
- Aloud: A1
- Silently: A2

•

Reading
- Aloud: A1
- Silently: A2

PAL paradigm
for subset B

x

x

Finally, knowledge about all 60 expressions was tested in the post-test with a sentence
completion task and open & closed questions about idiom meaning knowledge. Only the
outcome of the closed questions is analysed in this thesis. Feedback was not given during the
post-test.
Participants carried out the pre-test, training and post-test phases via the internet on
computers at the HAN Arnhem or Nijmegen locations. A Computer-Assisted Language
Learning system was used for the experiment. Participants used a headset with a microphone
to record themselves if they had to. The participants got a VVV voucher if the complete pretest – training sessions – post-test cycle was completed. All sessions were held one week
apart.
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Statistical Analysis
The statistical test that was employed is the binomial logistic regression test. This test
was carried out with version 24 of IBM SPSS Statistics (IBM Corp.). Logistic regression
analyses are used to predict the outcome values of the dependent variable from one or more
independent variables. This particular type of regression is suitable when an experiment
contains categorical predictors (Field, 2013), which is the case in the current experiment.
These categorical predictors are: Test (pre- or post-test), Frequency of practice (frequent or
limited), Modality of practice (reading aloud or reading silently), Transparency (opaque or
transparent) and Imageability (not imageable or imageable). The dependent variable is
multiple-choice correctness, i.e. whether participants answered the multiple-choice questions
about idiom meaning correctly in the pre- and post-test. The assumptions of a binomial
logistic regression were checked for the data. The data was found to meet the assumptions.
An important assumption to single out in this section is the assumption that there is no
multicollinearity in the data. Multicollinearity exists when two or more independent variables
show a strong correlation (Field, 2013). This assumption is further discussed and analysed in
the next chapter.
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Results
This chapter describes the outcomes of the statistical analyses that were carried out.
For each analysis, the dependent variable was Multiple-choice performance, i.e. accuracy of
idiom meaning selection.
Assumption of Multicollinearity
The variance inflation factor (VIF) values and the related tolerance statistic can be
used as collinearity diagnostics. The VIF indicates whether a predictor variable has a strong
linear relationship with other predictor variables (Field, 2013). Field (2013) states several
general guidelines for when multicollinearity might be present:
-

If the largest VIF is greater than 10

-

If the average VIF is substantially greater than 1

-

If the tolerance is below 0.2 (indicates a potential problem) or even below 0.1
(indicates a serious problem)

Other sources also mention 5 instead of 10 as a commonly used VIF cut-off value (e.g.
Craney & Surles, 2002; Stine, 1995). Table 5 presents the collinearity diagnostics for the
predictor variables included in this experiment. Modality of practice is not included in the
collinearity diagnostics because its manipulation depends on Frequency of practice and it is
not a part of the complete regression analysis.
No VIF was greater than 5 (or 10). The average VIF is 1.06, and while Field does not
exactly describe when a VIF value is substantially greater than 1, 1.06 is very close to 1 and
could be considered as not too high as values above 10 are also possible considering the first
guideline. No tolerance is below 0.2 or 0.1. Given that the collinearity diagnostics meet all the
criteria, it seems to be safe to assume that multicollinearity does not play a problematic role in
the data.
Table 5
Collinearity diagnostics (VIF and tolerance) for each predictor variable
Variable
Test
Transparency
Imageability
Frequency of practice
M VIF = 1.057

VIF
1.000
1.113
1.113
1.000

Tolerance
1.000
0.899
0.898
1.000
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Complete Regression
Table 6
Binary logistic regression analysis outcomes for the variables Test, Transparency,
Imageability and Frequency of practice and relevant interaction effects between them (ref.
cat.: pre-test, opaque idioms, not imageable idioms, idioms that received limited practice)
B
SE
Wald
Wald: p
Exp(B)
Test
.509
.303
2.818
.093
1.664
Transparency
1.466
.312
22.124
<.001
4.334
Imageability
.143
.251
.326
.568
1.154
Frequency of practice
-.027
.115
.053
.818
.974
Test*Transparency
-.096
.213
.201
.654
.909
Test*Imageability
-.047
.316
.022
.882
.954
Test*Frequency of practice
.635
.173
13.501
<.001
1.888
Transparency*Imageability
-1.097
.321
11.712
.001
.334
χ2 = 123.809, p <.001. R2 = 0.052 (Cox & Snell), 0.069 (Nagelkerke). Percentage correctly
classified: 62.0
This section covers the complete regression analysis that was carried out. The
variables and interactions included in this regression analysis were selected on the basis of
their relevance in relation to the research question of this thesis: What is the influence of idiom
transparency & imageability and frequency & modality of practice on learning L2 Dutch
idioms? Modality of practice, however, was not included as the set-up of the experiment
renders this impossible. The manipulation of the variable Modality of practice is dependent on
the variable Frequency of practice, because Modality of practice is only manipulated for the
subset of idioms that are frequently practiced. To analyse the effect of Modality of practice, it
is necessary to exclude data that was obtained for idioms that received limited practice. That
data has to be included in the analysis of the other variables, so Modality of practice was
analysed separately. In this way, no data has to be excluded in the complete regression
analysis. The separate analysis of Modality of practice, further elaborated on in the next
section, shows that the effect of Modality of practice is non-significant.
The model that was analysed in this complete regression analysis consisted of the
factors of interest (i.e. Test, Transparency, Imageability and Frequency of practice) and
potentially interesting interaction effects between these variables of interest. The regression
analysis of this model is discussed next. The effect of the variables Test, Transparency,
Imageability and Frequency of practice and the interaction effects Test*Transparency,
Test*Imageability, Test*Frequency of practice and Transparency*Imageability were
examined with a binary logistic regression. This regression analysis shows that the model
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with its entered independent variables and interactions is a significant fit of the data, χ2 (8) =
123.81, p < .001. The model correctly classified 62.0% of the multiple-choice answers as
either correct or incorrect, compared to 56.8% when only the constant was included in the
model. The strength of the model, i.e. proportion of variance explained, is 0.05 (R2 Cox &
Snell) or 0.07 (R2 Nagelkerke).
Test is a marginally significant predictor of performance, B = 0.51, SE = 0.30, Wald =
2.82, p = .093. For the variable Test, the reference condition was the pre-test, and considering
the positive B-value performance on the multiple-choice questions was found to be better in
the post-test compared to the pre-test. On the post-test, it was 1.66 times more likely to give
the correct answer than it was on the pre-test (again, the finding is only marginally
significant). Figure 1 supports the findings. Actually, Figure 1 shows a significant difference
(the error bars clearly do not overlap) between performance on the pre-test and on the posttest, while the regression analysis showed a marginally significant effect. The difference
between the significant and marginally significant effect is likely caused by the inclusion of
other variables in the regression analysis that also explain part of the occurring variance.

Figure 1. A bar chart comparing accuracy of idiom meaning selection on the pre-test and on
the post-test.
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Transparency significantly influences performance, B = 1.47, SE = 0.31, Wald =
22.12, p < .001. For the variable Transparency, the reference condition was the opaque idioms
condition, and considering the positive B-value performance on the multiple-choice questions
was found to be better for transparent idioms than for opaque idioms. For transparent idioms,
it was 4.33 times more likely to give the correct answer than it was for opaque idioms. Figure
2 supports the findings.

Figure 2. A bar chart comparing accuracy of idiom meaning selection for opaque idioms and
for transparent idioms.
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Imageability does not have a significant effect on performance, B = 0.14, SE = 0.25,
Wald = 0.33, p = .568. The following elaboration denotes a non-significant effect in the data.
For the variable Imageability, the reference condition was the not imageable idioms condition,
and considering the positive B-value performance on the multiple-choice questions was found
to be slightly and non-significantly better for imageable idioms than for not imageable idioms.
Figure 3 supports the findings, the overlap in confidence intervals indicates that the difference
between not imageable and imageable idioms was not significant.

Figure 3. A bar chart comparing accuracy of idiom meaning selection for not imageable
idioms and for imageable idioms.
Frequency of practice does not have a significant influence on performance, B = -0.03,
SE = 0.12, Wald = 0.05, p = .818. The following elaboration denotes a non-significant effect
in the data. It also has to be noted that this main effect does not differentiate between pre-test
and post-test, and that is necessary in order to draw meaningful conclusions. For the variable
Frequency of practice, the reference condition was the limited practice condition, and
considering the negative B-value performance on the multiple-choice questions was found to
be slightly and non-significantly worse for items that received frequent practice than for items
that received limited practice. This elaboration is purely for the sake of completeness. Again,
the main effect is not relevant for drawing conclusions about the influence of Frequency of
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practice. The Test*Frequency of practice interaction is relevant for that purpose and will be
discussed later.
The interaction between Test and Transparency does not significantly affect
performance, B = -0.10, SE = 0.21, Wald = 0.20, p = .654. The non-significant interaction
suggests that there was no difference in the effect of idiom transparency between both levels
of the variable Test. Figure 4 supports the findings, performance was better for transparent
idioms than for opaque idioms and better on the post-test than on the pre-test, but the effect of
Transparency within the pre-test does not seem to differ from the effect of Transparency
within the post-test.

Figure 4. A bar chart visualising the effect of Test and Transparency and the interaction
between these variables on accuracy of idiom meaning selection.
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The interaction between Test and Imageability is not a significant predictor of
performance, B = -0.05, SE = 0.32, Wald = 0.02, p = .882. The non-significant interaction
suggests that there was no difference in the effect of idiom imageability between both levels
of the variable Test. Figure 5 supports the findings, performance was better on the post-test
than on the pre-test, but Imageability does not seem to have a large effect on performance and
the effect of Imageability within the pre-test does not seem to differ from the effect of
Imageability within the post-test.

Figure 5. A bar chart visualising the effect of Test and Imageability and the interaction
between these variables on accuracy of idiom meaning selection.
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The interaction between Test and Frequency of practice significantly affects
performance, B = 0.64, SE = 0.17, Wald = 13.50, p < .001. For this interaction effect, the
reference conditions were the pre-test and the items that received limited practice. The
positive B-value for the interaction suggests that the effect of Frequency of practice was larger
on performance on the post-test than on performance on the pre-test. Figure 6 supports the
findings, performance was better on the post-test than on the pre-test, Frequency of practice
seems to have no effect on the pre-test (as there had not been any practice yet at that stage)
and the effect of Frequency of practice within the pre-test seems to differ from the effect of
Frequency of practice within the post-test.

Figure 6. A bar chart visualising the effect of Test and Frequency of practice and the
interaction between these variables on accuracy of idiom meaning selection.
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The interaction between Transparency and Imageability is a significant predictor of
performance, B = -1.10, SE = 0.32, Wald = 11.71, p = .001. For this interaction effect, the
reference conditions were the opaque idioms and the not imageable idioms. The description of
this effect is twofold, i.e. Transparency had a different influence on not imageable idioms as
compared to on imageable idioms, and Imageability had a different influence on opaque
idioms as compared to on transparent idioms. The twofold explanation is supported by
Figures 7 and 8. On the one hand, as visualised in Figure 7, the effect of Transparency was
smaller for performance on imageable idioms than for performance on not imageable idioms.
For not imageable idioms, performance was better on idioms that are transparent than on
idioms that are opaque. On the other hand, as supported by Figure 8, the interaction effect
indicates that the effect of Imageability was larger for performance on transparent idioms than
for performance on opaque idioms. For transparent idioms, performance was better if the
idiom is not imageable, as compared to if the idiom is imageable.

Figure 7. A bar chart visualising the effect of Imageability and Transparency and the
interaction between these variables on accuracy of idiom meaning selection.
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Figure 8. A bar chart visualising the effect of Transparency and Imageability and the
interaction between these variables on accuracy of idiom meaning selection.
Post-hoc tests were performed for clarification of the result represented in Figure 7.
The confidence intervals for opaque-imageable and transparent-imageable idioms might or
might not overlap, possibly indicating a significant difference between these idioms. A posthoc test carried out for only imageable idioms revealed that there was indeed a significantly
better (p = .023) performance on transparent idioms vs on opaque idioms. While Figure 8 is
clear, a post-hoc test was also carried out for only transparent idioms and it revealed a
significant main effect of Imageability (p = .001). Scores on imageable idioms were
significantly worse than on not imageable idioms.
Modality of Practice
Table 7
Binary logistic regression analysis outcome for the variable Modality of practice (ref. cat.:
idioms read silently)
B
SE
Wald
Wald: p
Exp(B)
Modality of practice
-.142
.118
1.456
.228
.868
2
2
χ = 1.457, p = .227. R = 0.001 (Cox & Snell), 0.002 (Nagelkerke). Percentage correctly
classified: 53.8
The difference between mean performance on items that were read silently and on
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items that were read aloud was examined with a binary logistic regression. This regression
analysis shows that the model with its entered independent variable Modality of practice is
not a significant fit of the data, χ2 (1) = 1.46, p = .227. The model correctly classified 53.8%
of the multiple-choice answers as either correct or incorrect, which is the same percentage as
when only the constant was included in the model. The strength of the model, i.e. proportion
of variance explained, is 0.001 (R2 Cox & Snell) or 0.002 (R2 Nagelkerke). Modality does not
significantly influence performance, B = -0.14, SE = 0.12, Wald = 1.46, p = .228. For the sake
of completeness, the non-significant effect of Modality of practice is further explained next.
The reference condition was the items read silently condition, and considering the negative Bvalue performance on the multiple-choice questions was found to be slightly and nonsignificantly worse for the items that were read aloud compared to items read silently. Figure
9 supports the findings, the difference between performance on items read silently and on
items read aloud seems small and performance was slightly (and also not significantly) worse
on items that were read aloud.

Figure 9. A bar chart comparing accuracy of idiom meaning selection for idioms that were
read silently and for idioms that were read aloud.
Summary of Results
The complete regression analysis showed that Test has a marginally significant effect
on performance (performance on the post-test is better), that Transparency significantly
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influences performance (performance on transparent idioms is better), that the interaction
between Test and Frequency of practice is a significant predictor of performance (the effect of
Frequency of practice is larger on the post-test than on the pre-test) and that the interaction
between Imageability and Transparency has a significant effect on performance (see the
description above).
Partial regression analyses of individual variables and interactions were carried out for
exploratory reasons. Their outcomes are therefore not reported in detail here. The most
notable difference between the complete regression and a partial regression is the finding that
Test had a significant effect on performance (p < .001) on the partial regression analysis while
it has only a marginally significant effect on performance on the complete regression (p =
.093). The B-value for Test was positive on both regression analyses, thus the effect
(performance is better on the post-test than on the pre-test) is the same. As stated before, the
reason for finding both a significant and a marginally significant result is likely the fact that
other variables that also explain part of the occurring variance were included in the complete
regression analysis. Including more variables in a regression model lessens the influence of
each individual variable in the regression model. This may have caused Test to be only
marginally significant in the complete regression analysis while it was significant in the
partial regression analysis.
Another finding worth mentioning in this summary is Modality of practice, since it is
not included in the complete regression analysis for reasons explained earlier. The partial
regression analysis showed that Modality of practice does not significantly influence
performance.
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Discussion
This section covers the discussion of the results that were found during the
experiment. The discussion includes an attempt to answer the research question and to explain
the results on the basis of previously discussed literature and other studies. Furthermore, it
provides an overview of the limitations of this study and suggestions for future research.
Research Question and Hypotheses
The research question that formed the basis of this thesis is: What is the influence of
idiom transparency & imageability and frequency & modality of practice on learning L2
Dutch idioms? The hypotheses, based on previous literature and formulated before the
analyses, were the following:
Hypothesis 1: Idiom transparency has a facilitating influence on idiom learning
Hypothesis 2: Idiom imageability has a facilitating influence on idiom learning
Hypothesis 3: Frequency of practice has a facilitating influence on idiom learning
Hypothesis 4: Modality of practice has a facilitating influence on idiom learning
On the basis of the experimental results, these hypotheses can be either refuted or
accepted. The results and their consequences (i.e. refuting/accepting the hypotheses) are
discussed next.
Discussion of Results
The variable Test had a marginally significant main effect in the complete regression
analysis and was highly significant in interaction with the variable Frequency of practice. All
four idiom-/experiment-related factors are represented in the analysis of the main effect of the
variable Test, so conclusions cannot be drawn about the individual effect of any experimental
factor or idiom characteristic. Therefore, the Test*Frequency of practice interaction is more
relevant for answering the research question and for drawing conclusions about what an
effective way of practicing idioms constitutes. As expected, there is no difference on the pretest between performance on the items in the limited practice condition and in the frequent
practice condition. This is logical, because participants had not yet practised the idioms at that
stage, so which condition the items were in (limited or frequent practice) could not have had
any effect when participants completed the pre-test. On the post-test, participants score
significantly better in general (albeit marginally) but especially on idioms that they practised
frequently as compared to on idioms in the limited practice condition. This indicates that the
experimental set-up and especially the practice sessions can be considered helpful for idiom
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learning and that (at least) this amount of practice is effective, and it thus confirms the
hypothesis that frequency of practice facilitates idiom learning. Even after a rather limited
number of encounters with the frequently practised idioms (12 presentations), an effect of
learning is visible. This result is consistent with studies by for example Zyzik (2011) and
Türker (2016). Zyzik’s (2011) experimental design (pre-test – treatment phase – post-test) is
very similar to that of the experiment carried out for this thesis. Furthermore, the explicit
idiom instruction in the experiment of Zyzik (2011) was limited, i.e. 15 minutes per week,
and the experiment carried out for this thesis is also of a limited duration, i.e. five weeks with
each test/practice session held one week apart.
The experimental design of Türker (2016), also a pre-test – treatment phase – post-test
design, is again very similar to this thesis’ experiment. The similarity is increased by Türker’s
usage of a computer-assisted idiom instruction session. Only one such session was included in
the learning experiment, which is rather limited just as the practice duration in Zyzik (2011)
and this thesis’ experiment are. The similarities in duration and experimental design between
Zyzik (2011), Türker (2016) and the experiment of this thesis strengthen the suggestion that
participants learn from noticing and practicing idioms, also when the practice/instruction
sessions are limited in terms of length or duration. Therefore, it is quite safe to assume that
the hypothesis that frequency of practice facilitates idiom learning can be accepted.
Idiom transparency was shown to have a significant main effect on performance on the
multiple-choice questions about idiom knowledge. Performance on the multiple-choice
questions was generally better when the questions targeted idioms that were judged as
transparent. Because this is a main effect, performance on transparent idioms is generally
better even without considering the influence of the variable Test, i.e. participants also scored
better on transparent idioms when they first encountered them during the pre-test. The
interaction of Test and Transparency was not significant, indicating that the effect of idiom
transparency on pre-test performance does not differ from the effect of idiom transparency on
post-test performance. Idiom transparency is not extra beneficial for performance on multiplechoice questions after the learning task has been completed as compared to before the
learning task has been carried out. This finding is in line with studies showing a positive
effect of transparency on idiom processing and idiom learning (e.g. Cieślicka & Heredia,
2017; Steinel et al., 2007; Irujo, 1986), and partly confirms the first hypothesis. That
hypothesis states that it was expected that idiom transparency facilitates idiom learning. It
cannot be said that the facilitating effect of idiom transparency concerns idiom learning,
because the interaction of Test and Transparency was not significant. Rather, idiom
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transparency facilitates performance on the idiom meaning questions in general, not
especially on the post-test after the learning experiment has taken place.
While the literature is mostly conclusive about the facilitating effect of idiom
transparency on idiom processing/learning, there are some differences regarding
methodologies, the nature of the idioms included and smaller nuances in the conclusions. For
example, Cieślicka and Heredia (2017) included opaque and transparent idioms that were
literally plausible in their study. Literal plausibility entails that the idioms can be interpreted
both literally and figuratively. An example of such an idiom from Cieślicka and Heredia
(2017, p. 81) is given in (23).
(23) “Get cold feet”
Literal meaning: “become cold”
Figurative meaning: “become afraid”
The literal plausibility of idioms included in the experiment of this thesis is questionable for
some idioms. Consider for example (24) and (25).
(24) Iets soldaat maken (“make something soldier”)
Idiomatic meaning: iets opeten (“eat something completely”)
(25) Op de fles gaan (“go on the bottle”)
Idiomatic meaning: failliet gaan (“to go bankrupt”)
For these examples, it is hard and perhaps impossible to imagine them being used in a literal
sense. Literal plausibility is closely intertwined with idiom imageability, as a literally
implausible idiom is likely to be less or not imageable. The examples (24) and (25) indeed
have a relatively low imageability rating of 1.9 and 1.86 respectively. Considering the
significant interaction effect of Transparency and Imageability, the effect of Imageability on
opaque idioms significantly differs from the effect of Imageability on transparent idioms (the
interaction will be explained in more detail later). Cieślicka and Heredia’s (2017) conclusion
about idiom transparency is based entirely on idioms whose literal use is plausible and thus
likely on idioms with a higher imageability. Their results could have been different if idioms
that are not literally plausible were included in the study. Another methodological difference
with the current experiment is that Cieślicka and Heredia (2017) examined L2 idiom
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processing while L2 idiom learning is examined in the current experiment. For both idiom
processing and performance on an idiom learning experiment, however, a facilitating
influence of idiom transparency was found. Steinel et al. (2007) did examine L2 idiom
learning and also found a facilitating effect of idiom transparency on idiom learning. What
differs from the current experiment is that Steinel et al. (2007) include native Dutch learners
of English in their experiment. Both languages are West Germanic languages, while Arabic is
not (Eberhard et al., 2019). The native speakers of Arabic thus lack the advantage of being
native speakers of a language from the same language family. The native speakers of
Tigrigna/Farsi/Turkish lack that advantage for reasons discussed in the Methodology chapter.
Furthermore, the participants in Steinel et al. (2007) are university students who typically
have had over five years of English education at secondary school and they might be enrolled
in English-taught university programmes (although this is not specified). It can be assumed
that the participants in Steinel et al. (2007) generally have a longer history with and a higher
proficiency in the target language English than the participants in the current experiment have
with the target language Dutch. Both participant groups, however, are shown to experience
the usefulness of idiom transparency, despite their differing L2 proficiency and L2-related
educational backgrounds. Irujo (1986) also focused on L2 idiom learning. Native speakers of
Spanish (from Venezuela) who are learning English participated in her experiment. According
to Eberhard et al. (2019), Spanish is a Romance language and not a West Germanic language
like English, and thus the similarity between the target and native language might be smaller
than in Steinel et al. (2007). However, the languages still belong to the same overarching
language family of Indo-European languages. Arabic, on the other hand, belongs to the AfroAsiatic language family (Eberhard et al., 2019). The participants in Irujo’s (1986) study are
described as advanced learners of the target language English, meaning that they generally are
more advanced than the language learners in the current study are in their target language
Dutch. Again, despite differing L2 proficiency, both Irujo’s (1986) participants and the
participants in the current experiment experience the facilitating effect of idiom transparency.
The participants in the current experiment, who are not highly proficient, also experience the
usefulness of idiom transparency while they might have more difficulty with understanding an
idiom’s constituent parts than more proficient learners have.
After discussing three studies showing a facilitating effect of idiom transparency
(Cieślicka & Heredia, 2017; Steinel et al., 2007; Irujo, 1986) and highlighting the similarity
between their findings and the result of the current experiment despite differences in materials
(Cieślicka & Heredia, 2017) or language background of the participants (Steinel et al., 2007;
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Irujo, 1986), it seems quite safe to assume that the effect of idiom transparency is positive for
idiom learning/processing under a wide range of circumstances.
No main effect of idiom imageability or an interaction effect with test was observed,
and therefore the hypothesis that imageability facilitates idiom learning can be rejected. Two
studies showing a positive and facilitating effect of idiom imageability were discussed in the
background section. Gradinarova et al. (2014) found a positive effect on idiom processing and
Steinel et al. (2007) on idiom learning. Somehow, a difference between their findings and the
finding of this thesis arose. Several explanations for this difference exist, but it is by no means
an exhaustive list. The difference could also be due to factors beyond control.
A possible reason for the discrepancy between Gradinarova et al. (2014) and this
thesis is that Gradinarova et al. (2014) examined idiom processing while idiom learning is the
focus of this thesis. While processing data such as reaction times were measured with the
CALL system used in this thesis, such data is not the focus of the experiment because it is a
learning experiment. The difference in focus on idiom processing and on idiom learning and
the accompanying difference in method and procedure could bring about the disagreeing
findings of the influence of idiom imageability. Another reason could be the fact that
Gradinarova et al.’s (2014) participants are native speakers of the target language Bulgarian
who are thus processing idioms in their L1. It could be possible that native speakers
experience (the effect of) idiom imageability differently than learners of a language do.
Steinel et al. (2007) used idioms with a varying imageability degree that was assessed
in a rating study first. In that rating study, the idioms were accompanied by an example “used
to illustrate the difference between the literal and figurative meanings of idiomatic
expressions” (p. 460). Furthermore, participants “were made aware of the fact that these two
meanings could differ from each other to varying degrees in different idioms” (Steinel et al.,
2007, p. 460). Participants then gave their judgement on how easily they could visualise the
idioms (the imageability rating). The literal vs figurative meaning example and elaboration
given to the participants are quite elaborate. It is possible that this elaboration leads to a more
“forced” visualisation of the idiom in question and therefore a more “forced” idiom
imageability categorisation. The subsequent learning experiment and its findings are partly
based on this categorisation. It is possible that Steinel et al.’s (2007) conclusion about the
positive influence of idiom imageability on idiom learning would have been different if the
imageability categorisation had been less steered. Furthermore, following the same reasoning
as for the previously discussed effect of idiom transparency, the language background of
participants could have an influence on the effectiveness of idiom imageability. Both the
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target language English and the native language Dutch of the participants in Steinel et al.
(2007) belong to the West Germanic languages (Eberhard et al., 2019). It is likely that they
have a longer history with and a higher proficiency in the target language than the participants
in the experiment of this thesis have. A possibility is that a higher proficiency in/longer
history with a target language leads to increased usefulness of idiom imageability (but of
course only if the figurative meaning is visualised).
In fact, the absence of a visualisation of an idiom’s figurative meaning may be another
reason for the absence of a facilitating main effect of idiom imageability. Idioms were rated
on imageability, but during the rating study it was not specified whether participants had to
rate the imageability of an idiom’s literal meaning or an idiom’s figurative meaning.
Similarly, which mental image participants construct during the tests and learning task cannot
be controlled. Several studies have even reported negative effects of imageability, also
suggesting that it is the literal meaning that is visualised instead of the figurative one (Boers,
Piquer Píriz, Stengers & Eyckmans, 2009; Cacciari & Glucksberg, 1995). These findings are
important for the discussion of the interaction effect of Transparency and Imageability
(discussed in the next paragraph), as opaque and transparent idioms potentially lead to
different mental images. For example, it is possible that imagining an opaque idiom is less
likely to lead to a mental image of the figurative meaning, because the relation between the
idiom’s constituent parts and the figurative meaning is absent or less clear.
Although no effect was found for Imageability as a main effect or in interaction with
Test, I did find a significant interaction between Transparency and Imageability, suggesting
that imageability affects L2 idiom knowledge to some extent. There are two angles in the
explanation of this effect, i.e. the influence of Transparency on different levels of
Imageability and the influence of Imageability on different levels of Transparency.
Eventually, both angles lead to the same conclusion and they are therefore intertwined with
each other in the next paragraphs.
The effect of idiom transparency on performance on not imageable idioms was found
to differ from the effect of idiom transparency on performance on imageable idioms.
Transparency had a larger positive effect on not imageable idioms as compared to on
imageable idioms, i.e. performance on not imageable idioms was better if the idiom was
transparent. When participants cannot form a mental image of an idiom’s meaning,
transparency has a positive influence on idiom meaning knowledge. This effect is less present
if participants can form a mental image of an idiom’s meaning. A possible explanation for this
result is that forming a mental image leads to a worse performance on the multiple-choice
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questions if that mental image represents the idiom’s literal meaning instead of the figurative
meaning. Several studies that support this idea are discussed next.
Boers et al. (2009) carried out an experiment focusing on the relation between pictorial
elucidation and idiom recollection. Dual coding of the idioms was stimulated by
supplementing all idioms with the original, literal use of the idiomatic expression and,
additionally, half of the idioms with photographs or drawings depicting the scenes expressed
by the literal meaning of the idiomatic phrases. Cieślicka (2006), amongst others, noted that
learners use the literal meaning of L2 idiom constituent words for interpreting the figurative
use of idioms. Therefore, the information about the literal use of the idioms was given to the
participants in Boers et al. (2009). The additional photographs/drawings that accompanied
half of the idioms were included to test if participants experience facilitating effects of the
pictorial elucidation. Boers et al. (2009) report that the data “provide no statistical evidence so
far to suggest that adding pictures to stimulate the dual coding of L2 idioms fosters
recollection of the phrases for purposes of re-production” (p. 375). Furthermore, a more indepth analysis showed that performance was worse in the explanation + picture condition for
idioms that contained infrequently occurring words. In this case, the addition of a picture even
decreases idiom retention. Boers et al. (2009) suggest that “when verbal input has to compete
for the learner’s attention with pictorial elucidation, it is the latter that is likely to be best
retained by the learner and possibly so at the expense of the former”(p. 377). This finding is
in accordance with the so-called picture superiority effect, which concerns the mnemonic
power of pictures when they are presented alongside verbal information (Boers et al., 2009).
An image of an idiom could thus have an interfering effect on idiom retention, potentially
explaining the imageability-related results found in this thesis. Firstly, imageability (in this
thesis) and the images overall (in Boers et al. (2009)) were found to have no significant effect
on idiom learning/retention. Secondly, in both this thesis and in Boers et al. (2009) distraction
by an image seems to play a role. In this thesis, participants might have been distracted by the
idiom image they formed if that image depicted the literal meaning (potentially leading to the
Transparency-Imageability interaction). In Boers et al. (2009), participants might have been
distracted by the image especially when the idiom contained infrequently occurring words. It
has to be noted, though, that Boers et al. (2009) presented participants with actual images of
idioms as compared to the mental images participants in the current experiment might have
formed. Any potential conclusion based on the similarity between Boers et al. (2009) and this
thesis has to be treated carefully.
Cacciari and Glucksberg (1995) did examine the mental images that people form when
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they encounter idioms. In the first experiment, native Italian participants formed mental
images for idiomatic phrases and subsequently described them. The descriptions of the mental
images were then judged by others who read the image descriptions and sorted them into two
groups: images that relate to the literal meaning of the phrase and images that relate to the
idiomatic meaning. The majority of the images, almost 80%, was categorised as being related
to the literal rather than to the idiomatic meaning of the idiom phrases. Cacciari and
Glucksberg (1995) also manipulated idiom familiarity and transparency. It could be argued
that the literal images of highly familiar and highly transparent idioms might also reflect the
figurative meaning of those idioms, because the figurative meaning is dominant (in the case
of highly familiar idioms) or closely related to the literal meaning (in the case of highly
transparent idioms). However, Cacciari and Glucksberg (1995) do not consider this to be the
case as the judges were quite able to clearly discriminate between literal and figurative
images. In the second experiment, the influence of mental images on idiom comprehension
was tested. Participants saw the same idiomatic phrases as in experiment 1, together with
literal sentences relating to something concrete and literal sentences relating to something
abstract. Subsequently, a paraphrase of the sentence appeared and the participants had to
judge whether that paraphrase matched the sentence or not. Additionally, half of the
participants were instructed to also form a mental image of the target sentence. Forming
mental images increased the verification times irrespective of sentence type, so not especially
for idiomatic sentences. Experiment 3 replicated this result. Cacciari and Glucksberg (1995)
conclude that people simply do not use mental images to perform paraphrase verification
tasks, regardless of whether the target sentences are concrete-literal, abstract-literal or
idiomatic. Instead, there is an interference effect of mental images, leading to higher
verification times.
Research by Bortfeld (2002) showed that people form a more hybrid picture that is
based both on the literal and the figurative meaning of the idiom. Bortfeld (2002) conducted a
study about mental images that are formed for idioms. The participants in her study are both
native and non-native English speakers. They were asked to form mental images of familiar
American English idioms, and were instructed to do so for the literal meaning of the idiomatic
phrase. Despite this explicit instruction, both native and non-native speakers reported that
most of their mental images reflected a fusion of the idiomatic phrases’ literal and idiomatic
meanings. Bortfeld (2002) carried out a second experiment in which non-native English
speakers were again asked to form mental images of American English idioms. This time, the
idioms were unfamiliar to the participants. The participants were asked to form images of the
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idiom both before and after being told the phrases’ idiomatic meanings. The images that were
formed after participants had been told the figurative meaning were not noticeably different
from the images formed before participants knew about the figurative meaning. This indicates
that participants’ mental images of idioms are not dependent on explicit knowledge of the
idiomatic meaning of the phrase (Bortfeld, 2002). Both experiments of Bortfeld (2002)
described here show that participants mostly formed hybrid mental images, reflecting both the
literal and figurative meanings of idioms, despite being told to form images of the literal
meanings. Thus, non-native participants formed mostly hybrid mental images of both idioms
they were already familiar with (experiment 1) and previously unfamiliar idioms of which the
figurative meaning was clarified (second experiment described here) (Bortfeld, 2002). The
experiment described in this thesis also contains both unfamiliar and familiar idioms, as rated
by the participants in the norming study that is part of the pre-test. Furthermore, another
similarity is that participants in both the current study and in Bortfeld (2002) become aware of
the figurative meaning of unfamiliar idioms, either through a feedback screen appearing
during the practice sessions (in the current study) or through being told explicitly (in Bortfeld
(2002)). Considering the persistent occurrence of mental images of the literal meaning (e.g.
Cacciari and Glucksberg, 1995) and of hybrid mental images combining the literal and
figurative meaning of an idiom (Bortfeld, 2002), it is quite safe to assume that it cannot be
predicted what kind of image participants form. It is absolutely possible that participants
formed a mental image of an idiom’s literal meaning or a hybrid image. Such mental images
could interfere with the intended figurative/idiomatic meaning, potentially leading to a worse
performance.
This interference can occur for both opaque and transparent idioms. Forming a mental
image of the literal meaning of the opaque idiom het op zijn heupen krijgen, i.e. imagining
that someone actually gets something physical on his hips leads to a discrepancy with the
figurative meaning suddenly doing something fanatically. This also occurs for a transparent
idiom e.g. aan het roer staan. While forming a mental image of the literal interpretation likely
leads to less interference with the figurative meaning to be in charge (as compared to the
interference likely occurring for opaque idioms), it is still the case that the literal meaning and
the figurative meaning of an idiom almost never completely overlap. Therefore, it is possible
that an idiom that is highly imageable leads to a strong focus on the mental image of the
literal meaning of an idiom, which still shows a (small) discrepancy with the figurative
meaning of the idiom, even in the case of a transparent idiom. The negative and inhibiting
effect of imageability seems to be mainly present for transparent idioms and less for opaque
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idioms. This is also clarified in a post-hoc test that was performed for the transparent idioms
only. That post-hoc test revealed a significant and negative main effect of the variable
Imageability while that variable does not have a significant main effect in the complete
regression with both opaque and transparent idioms. The negative effect of idiom
imageability is thus predominantly seen in transparent idioms. Opaque idioms are difficult
anyway, because based on the words the figurative meaning cannot easily be derived and
therefore they show no advantage of being not imageable idioms. Participants generally score
best on idioms that are transparent and not imageable. For such idioms, participants do not
experience interference of a conflicting mental image that they might otherwise construct.
Furthermore, the transparency of such idioms helps them to find the right figurative meaning
of the idioms, because the individual meanings of an idiom’s constituent words contribute to
the figurative meaning of the whole idiom when an idiom is transparent.
The last hypothesis concerns the influence of modality of practice on idiom learning.
On the basis of the separate regression analysis carried out for the variable Modality of
practice, this hypothesis has to be refuted. Participants did not score significantly different on
the subset of idioms that they practised aloud as compared to on the subset that was practised
silently. It is possible that Forrin and MacLeod’s (2018) finding that oral production
facilitates word memory cannot be extrapolated to idiom learning. Another possibility is that
the number of idioms in the read aloud condition (n = 15) was not enough to detect a
difference with the read silently condition, or that the amount of control a classroom setting
offers was not enough to ensure that participants read the idioms in the right way. Previous
literature specifically about the influence of reading idioms aloud has not been found, thus
any potential explanation for the absence of an effect is tentative.
Idiom Processing Theories
Several theories about idiom processing were considered in the Background chapter.
These theories can be categorised according to the common distinction between
compositional and noncompositional theories. Hybrid theories also exist. The data gathered
for this thesis are not in line with noncompositional theories. Those theories posit that “idiom
meanings are arbitrary and understood by retrieving the meaning of an idiomatic phrase as a
whole, rather than by processing their component parts” (Cieślicka, 2015, p. 210). Such an
explanation does not account for the finding that idiom transparency significantly influences
second language idiom acquisition, nor for the finding that idiom imageability has a
significant influence in interaction with transparency. If idioms are stored as a whole and if
their component parts are not analysed, then the transparency and imageability of those
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component parts would not influence idiom acquisition.
These findings could be explained by the reasoning of both compositional and hybrid
theories. Gibbs and Nayak (1989), for example, found that idiom transparency influences
syntactic productivity, i.e. the extent to which the internal structure of an idiom can be
changed without losing the idiomatic meaning. Their theory supports the compositional view
on idiom processing. Titone and Connine (1999) claim that idiom compositionality (a concept
similar to transparency) affects idiom processing time. This reasoning is part of the hybrid
theory that Titone and Connine (1999) postulate.
It is difficult to decide whether the results of the current experiment are more in line
with compositional or hybrid views. The experiment is a learning experiment and does not
focus on processing data such as reaction times. Such knowledge about processing is
necessary to draw conclusions about whether idioms enjoy a processing advantage over nonidiomatic phrases. That would indicate that idioms are to a certain extent stored and/or
processed holistically, in line with the noncompositional side of the hybrid theories.
Processing data or a more elaborate learning experiment that also includes non-idiomatic
(control) sentences would potentially lead to more insight into what kind of processing theory
is supported by the data.
Summary and Answer to the Research Question
This chapter discussed the findings in relation to relevant previous studies, tried to
answer the research question and attempted to either refute or accept the hypotheses stated at
the beginning of the chapter. The research question can be answered on the basis of either
refuting or accepting the hypotheses, which is done in the next paragraphs.
Hypothesis 1, idiom transparency has a facilitating influence on idiom learning, is
partly accepted on the basis of the findings. Idiom transparency has a facilitating influence on
idiom performance in general (also on the pre-test), not specifically on learning (so not only
on the post-test).
Hypothesis 2, idiom imageability has a facilitating influence on idiom learning, is
refuted on the basis of the findings. Idiom imageability does not have a significant influence
on either performance or learning. As discussed, it was shown to have an interfering influence
in interaction with idiom transparency.
Hypothesis 3, frequency of practice has a facilitating influence on idiom learning, is
accepted on the basis of the findings. Frequency of practice has a significant influence on
idiom learning, on the post-test participants score better on the frequently practised idiom
subset.
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Hypothesis 4, modality of practice has a facilitating influence on idiom learning is
refuted on the basis of the findings. Modality of practice does not have a significant influence
on idiom learning, on the post-test there is no significant difference in performance on the
idiom subset that was read silently as compared to on the idiom subset read aloud.
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Conclusion
This chapter summarises the content of the thesis. It also considers potential
implications of the results, limitations of the experiment and suggestions for further research.
Idioms, commonly defined (in e.g. Zyzik (2011)) as a string of words whose meaning
cannot be (completely) derived from the individual meanings of the constituent words of the
idiom, feature prominently in a wide range of studies. Studies about L1 and L2 idiom
processing, L2 idiom learning, idiom transparency, idiom imageability, frequency of practice
and modality of practice were discussed. The common consensus among previous literature is
that transparency and frequency of practice facilitate idiom processing/learning. Findings
about idiom imageability are less conclusive. Literature on modality of practice, whether
reading idioms aloud facilitates their processing/learning, is scarce.
Many of the considered studies feature participants who are native speakers of a
language of the same language family as the target language (e.g. Steinel, 2007) or
participants who are described as already at an advanced level of proficiency in the target
language (e.g. Irujo, 1986). Less proficient participants or participants whose native language
is very different from the target language are less widely represented in idiom studies. This
thesis is an attempt to partly bridge that gap in the literature. The participants in the
experiment conducted for this thesis are native speakers of languages very different from the
target language Dutch. Most of the participants are native speakers of Arabic, but Tigrigna,
Turkish and Farsi also occurred. While not all participants have the same native language, it is
quite safe to assume that all languages differ enough from Dutch or other Western languages
to avoid a beneficial effect of the native language. Furthermore, the results can be influenced
by any language-related factor that is beyond control, e.g. a participant’s knowledge of
English. For any conclusion, however, it is important to be cautious when linking a result to
the Arabic background of most of the participants. The participants’ Dutch proficiency level
is generally around CEFR B1.
The learning experiment consisted of a pre-test, practice sessions and a post-test. The
60 idioms were divided into a limited and a frequent practice subset. The latter subset was
further divided into two sets to study the effect of modality of practice. Data from the
multiple-choice questions about idiom meaning was used to answer the following research
question: What is the influence of idiom transparency & imageability and frequency &
modality of practice on learning L2 Dutch idioms?
Idiom transparency significantly influenced performance on the multiple-choice
questions in general. The interaction of Transparency and Test was not significant.
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Participants obtained higher scores for transparent idioms regardless of the different levels of
the variable Test, so not just on the post-test which would have indicated an effect on
learning. Idiom imageability did not significantly influence performance in general or
learning in particular. Frequency of practice in interaction with the variable Test significantly
affected idiom learning. On the post-test, participants obtained higher scores for the items
they had practised frequently. Finally, modality of practice did not significantly influence
idiom performance.
The results have several potential implications, both theoretical and practical. The
practice method, a CALL system, was shown to be effective. Even after a rather limited
number of encounters with the frequently practised idioms (12 presentations), an effect of
learning is visible. This has both theoretical and practical implications, theoretical because a
CALL system was shown to be effective for linguistic research and practical because a CALL
system is very useful for use outside the classroom. Its proven usefulness could pave the way
for more CALL systems with a similar design but targeting other aspects of language learning
both for research and actual practice purposes. Another practical implication concerns the
integration of idioms in Dutch courses. Türker (2016) claimed that learning idioms is
important because it is necessary to know them in order to achieve native-like fluency. While
it is important to learn them, they can be difficult because learners cannot (fully) rely on their
knowledge about idiom constituent parts. The experiment described in this thesis gives a
tentative overview about characteristics and factors influencing idiom learning. For example,
idiom transparency was found to improve performance on the idiom meaning selection
questions. Idiom imageability, on the other hand, does not improve performance and can even
have an interfering effect (cf. the significant interaction with idiom transparency). These
findings have implications for the design of Dutch courses. It is helpful to stress the
importance of the meaning of individual component words if an idiom is transparent. On the
other hand, it seems necessary to avoid a focus on forming a mental image of an idiom,
because it cannot be controlled what kind of image is formed. More research is necessary to
draw conclusions about the effectiveness of reading idioms aloud when learning, but the
tentative results of the current experiment fail to show a significant influence. If the nonsignificant result is replicated, it implies that a focus on reading idioms aloud is not a
necessary feature of a CALL system and potentially not necessary in general.
Like any research, this thesis has limitations. First of all, the focus was purely on
second language idiom learning and not on second language idiom processing. While idiom
learning is likely a consequence of idiom processing, it would be beneficial to have on-line
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language processing data such as reaction times or information about fixation points obtained
through eye tracking. Such data would potentially explain the discrepancy in findings about
the significance of the effect of idiom imageability. Through fixation data, for example, it
might be possible to find out whether participants formed a mental image of the literal or the
figurative meaning of an idiom. Another limitation is the rather limited number (n = 15) of
items in the reading-aloud-condition and the setting in which participants read these idioms
aloud. Participants worked with the CALL system individually but in a classroom setting. A
more individual setting would allow for more control about the extent to which each
participant actually reads the idiom aloud. More control and more idioms could lead to
detecting an effect of modality of practicing idioms.
These limitations lead to suggestions for further research. A future study could
examine the reaction time data that was obtained by the CALL system during the current
experiment, or a new study focusing on idiom processing could be designed. An interesting
feature of such a study would be a focus on idiom imageability, because there is no consensus
in the relevant literature. Processing data would also allow for more insight into the mental
image that people form, e.g. via fixation on images related to either the literal or the idiomatic
meaning of an idiom. Another suggestion is carrying out a study with a heavier focus on the
modality of practice manipulation, as the current available research and the number of items
in the reading-aloud-condition are very limited. The significant interaction between the
variables Transparency and Imageability can be further explored in studies with only
imageable or only transparent idioms. These studies would possibly allow for more insight
into e.g. why there is an effect of idiom imageability on transparent idioms.
The experiment described in this thesis provided a tentative overview of idiom
characteristics and learning factors influencing second language acquisition by learners of
Dutch with a non-Western native language. While the overview is by no means complete, it
definitely highlighted interesting aspects of second language idiom acquisition.
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Appendices
Appendix A
Table 8
Participant characteristics
Partici
pant

Group

Year
of
birth

Age*

Gender Native
language

Years
of
living
in the
Nethe
rlands

Years
of
learni
ng
Dutch

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Nijmegen
Nijmegen
Nijmegen
Nijmegen
Nijmegen
Nijmegen
Nijmegen
Nijmegen
Nijmegen
Nijmegen
Arnhem

1998
1983
1987
1997
1994
1993
1995
1999
1994
1997
1996

20
35
31
21
24
25
23
19
24
21
22

Male
Female
Male
Male
Male
Male
Female
Female
Male
Male
Male

1.25
3
2.5
2
2.5
2
2
2.5
1
2
3

12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Arnhem
Arnhem
Arnhem
Arnhem
Nijmegen
Nijmegen
Nijmegen

1997
1995
1999
1995
1997
1990
1991

21
23
19
23
21
28
27

2.5
2.5
3
3
x
2.25
2.75

Arabic
Arabic
Arabic
Arabic
Tigrigna
Arabic
Arabic
Arabic
Arabic
Arabic
Persian
(Farsi)
Male
Arabic
Female Tigrigna
Female Turkish
Female Arabic
Male
Arabic
Male
Tigrigna
Male
Tigrigna

*Age was calculated by subtracting the year of birth from 2018.

LexT
ale
score

1
0.5
1.25
1.25
2
2
1
2
0.75
1.5
1

Hours
of
speakin
g Dutch
a week
outside
class
20
0.25
50
50
3
5
5
3
8
15
1

1.5
2.5
2
2
2
2
0.5

17.5
8
2.5
6
1
1
7

58.75
66.25
62.5
53.75
53.75
56.25
47.5

57.5
58.75
52.5
62.5
x
68.75
65.00
53.75
48.75
63.75
61.25
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Appendix B
Table 9
The list of 60 Dutch idioms that were used in the experiment, their meaning and native
speaker judgements of their transparency and imageability on a five-point scale
(1 =opaque/non-imageable, 5 = transparent/highly imageable)
Number Idiom

Idiomatic meaning

1

niet goed bij anderen
overkomen
in slechte
omstandigheden verkeren
invloed hebben op iets

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

niet goed uit de verf
komen
aan de grond zitten
een vinger in de pap
hebben
het op zijn heupen
krijgen
hoog van de toren
blazen
iemand iets in de
maag splitsen
iemand iets op de
mouw spelden
iets onder de knie
hebben
iets soldaat maken
iets uit de doeken
doen
lange tenen hebben
naast zijn schoenen
lopen
op de tocht staan
tegen de lamp lopen
tegen het plafond
zitten
boter bij de vis
bij iemand een wit
voetje halen
de kat op het spek
binden
een klein hartje
hebben
een slag om de arm
houden
een wassen neus
hek van de dam

M
transparency
rating
2.83

M
imageability
rating
2.97

2.58

3.03

2.32

4

plotseling fanatiek bezig
gaan
opscheppen

1.65

2.26

2.55

2.77

iemand iets dwingen te
doen
iemand iets wijsmaken

1.83

1.83

2.35

3.68

iets goed kunnen

2.48

2.87

iets opeten
iets uitleggen

1.48
2.61

1.9
2.96

snel beledigd zijn
zich arrogant gedragen

2.13
2.35

3.27
3.97

in een bedreigde positie
komen
betrapt worden
niet meer kunnen
bereiken
contant betalen
bij iemand in de gunst
proberen te komen
iemand in verleiding
brengen
gauw bang zijn

2.37

2.73

2.57
3.13

3.97
3.58

1.31
2.5

3.59
2.25

2.29

2.93

1.97

4.2

iets onder voorbehoud
afspreken
niet van belang
geen belemmeringen
meer hebben

2.21

1.85

1.57
2.52

2.46
3.21
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24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48

iemand in de kaart
spelen
iemand om zeep
helpen
koek en ei zijn
met zijn neus in de
boter vallen
op de fles gaan
op een laag pitje
staan
op zijn strepen staan
veel voeten in de
aarde hebben
voor spek en bonen
aan een zijden
draadje hangen
aan het roer staan
als paddenstoelen
uit de grond
schieten
de koe bij de hoorns
vatten
de mouwen
opstropen
één lijn trekken
ergens mee in de
maag zitten
ergens zijn neus
voor optrekken
het niet breed
hebben
aan de tand voelen
iemand de wet
voorschrijven
iemand iets in de
schoenen schuiven
iemand op de huid
zitten
iemand tegen de
schenen schoppen
iemand wakker
schudden
iemand tot in de
wolken verheffen
iets op poten zetten

iemand onbedoeld helpen

2.06

2.06

iemand vermoorden

2.21

2.18

goede vrienden zijn
in een gunstige situatie
terechtkomen
failliet gaan
minder aandacht krijgen

2.17
2.52

2.8
3.88

2.28
2.48

1.86
3.58

zijn eigen mening
aanhouden
veel moeite kosten

2.37

2.5

2.13

3.03

zonder mee te tellen
weinig kans op succes
hebben
de leiding hebben
snel en in grote massa
tevoorschijn komen

2.39
3.51

3.03
4.1

4.54
3.63

4.49
3.83

een flinke klus aanpakken

3.34

4.14

aan het werk gaan

4.13

4.88

dezelfde aanpak
gebruiken
niet goed weten wat te
doen met iets
zich te goed vinden voor
iets
niet veel geld hebben

3.22

4.02

3.24

3.55

3.29

3.84

3.18

2.61

iemand streng
ondervragen
bepalen wat iemand moet
doen
iemand onterecht
beschuldigen
iemand continu, op een
vervelende manier,
controleren
vervelend doen tegen
iemand
iemand krachtig aan iets
herinneren
iemand uitbundig prijzen

2.85

4.05

3.89

3.5

3.05

3.73

3.39

3.68

3.97

4.33

3.73

4.48

3.95

3.82

iets nieuws opstarten

3.46

3.63
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50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60

iets uit de losse pols
doen
iets uit je duim
zuigen
iets van tafel vegen
met de rug tegen de
muur staan
op het puntje van de
tong liggen
op zijn achterste
benen staan
op zijn centen zitten
tussen twee vuren
zitten
voor aap staan
voor iemand door
het vuur gaan
geen hart in het lijf
hebben
het hoofd koel
houden

iets zonder voorbereiding
uitvoeren
iets verzinnen

3.17

3.22

3.07

4.05

iets zonder overleg
afwijzen
geen keuze hebben

3.55

4.61

3.59

4.59

niet op een woord kunnen
komen
je ergens tegen verzetten

3.52

4.24

2.76

2.95

gierig zijn
van twee kanten bedreigd
worden
zichzelf belachelijk
maken
voor iemand alles
overhebben
geen medelijden kennen

4.03
3.76

4.45
4.26

3.33

3.6

4.18

4.53

3.13

3

rustig blijven

3.63

3.38
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